The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Mechanical Engineering)
KAMOGA Omar Lwako Muhamadi

Extraction of pulp from waste grasses and tree leaves for paper industry

Mr. Kamoga Omar Lwako investigated the use of waste grasses and tree leaves as raw materials in the production of pulp and paper, which are currently produced majorly from wood obtained from trees. Due to increased rate of deforestation and fibre consumption for pulp and paper, the fibrous grasses and tree leaves are observed as potential alternate raw materials for the paper industry. Four grasses; citronella (Mutete), sugar cane leaves, Paspalum and Coach grass (Lumbbuggu) were found to contain high amount of the cellulose fibre and produced pulp and paper of moderate physical and mechanical properties. Production of pulp and paper from these grasses can contribute to the reduction in environmental degradation, increase farmers' income and employment in pulp and paper industry. This study was funded by Sida-Makerere Bilateral Research Corporation and supervised by Dr. Bernard Kariko-Buhwezi and Assoc Prof Peter Okidi Lating.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Mechanical Engineering)
SEMWOGERERE Twaiibu

Modeling the 'second' soil erosion on murram roads in Uganda

Mr. Twaiibu Semwogerere's study was premised on erosion as one of the catastrophic events that threaten road construction and management. He mathematically modeled erosion/deposition on murram roads and validated the model with several numerical examples using data from the various regions of Uganda. The three sub-models that led to the erosion model revealed that a specific area or volume of a road part is eroded away or dunned, and gave a time frame within which road maintenance should take place. His study recommended the use of the model through blending of soils used in the construction, genuine, simple and less expensive construction designs like compaction and concretizing ditches as part of the minimum standards during the construction and management process. This study was funded by Sida-Makerere Bilateral Research Corporation and supervised by Assoc. Prof. Peter Okidi Lating & Dr. Samuel Baker Kucel.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Physical Planning)
KAYOM Wilson

An analysis of the physical planning process in emerging urban centres: a case study of Paidha Town in Zombo District, Uganda

Kayom Wilson critically analyzed the structural problems affecting physical planning process in emerging urban centres of Uganda. This was to suggest ways of addressing the problem of uncoordinated patterns of urban physical development. The study found out that, participation, human and financial resources as critical elements of physical planning system, are largely not part of physical planning process in emerging urban centres of Uganda. Emerging urban authorities never prepare physical development plans internally. Additionally, monitoring of implementation of physical planning permissions, investigating unauthorized development and taking appropriate actions for guiding physical planning are almost non-existent. Interventions aiming at delivering sustainable spatial patterns in emerging urban centres of Uganda should pay attention to community participation, human and financial resources. This study was self-sponsored and supervised by Prof Hannington Sengendo and Arch. Dr. Stephen Mukibbi.

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Agriculture)
DJOSSA Houénégnon Bienvenu

Drought and flood-induced crop production risks in selected sub-catchments in Uganda

Mr. DJOSSA Houénégnon Bienvenu investigated drought and flood-induced on-farm crop production risks by constructing mathematical
models that established relationships between droughts, floods, the associated yield losses and probabilities. The models showed that for a given area, risks/losses/crop vulnerability had predictable spatio-temporal patterns. Less severe droughts and floods were more frequent and less damaging, while those of higher severity had longer return periods and triggered higher damages. The study also determined the efficiency of selected management practices to reduce runoff losses. These findings are important to stakeholders such as governmental policy makers, community leaders, donors, humanitarian and development practitioners as well as insurance companies who need robust scientific models to establish context-specific premiums applicable to hazards-insured assets. This study was self-sponsored and supervised by Prof. Moses M. Tenywa and Dr. Gabriel Elepu.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Agriculture)
KAWUBE Geoffrey

Epidemiology of napier grass stunt disease caused by rice yellow dwarf phytoplasma in Uganda

Mr. Kawube Geoffrey studied the cause, spread and resistance of Napier grass stunt; a new disease destroying Napier grass in Uganda. He discovered that the disease is widespread especially in lowland areas. The disease buildup in the field is gradual, killing the plant after 24 months. Most elephant grass clones are susceptible to the disease. Clone 16837 is highly resistant but low yielding, thus recommended for breeding. Clone P99 is moderately resistant but high yielding. This should be grown in an integrated manner with practices that reduce disease inoculum in the field to control the disease. This study was funded by Millennium Science Initiative under National Council for Science and Technology, and was supervised by Dr. Herbert Talwana and Dr. Titus Alicai.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Agricultural Economics)
OWACH Charles

Determinants of rural farmers’ food crop inventories under uncertainty in Apac and Arua Districts of northern Uganda

Mr. Owach Charles investigated the responses of rural farmers’ households to price risks and determined the key factors for improving rural farmers’ access to modern postharvest technologies and practices. The study established that household responses varied with poverty status. Price risk models constructed showed that households above the poverty line were at risk of over-selling finger millet (Eleusine coracana) and beans (Phaseolus vulgaris). However, households below the poverty line were at risk of over-selling beans. The implication of these findings are that suitable food security and trade policies should consider the role and type of the food commodity in the food consumption basket vis-a-vis household poverty status. This study was privately funded and supervised by Assoc. Prof. Gabriel Elepu and Dr. Godfrey Bahiigwa.

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Environmental Management)
DHIKUSOOKA Tefula Moses

The epidemiology of Foot-and-Mouth Disease virus in cattle at the livestock-wildlife interface of Queen Elizabeth National Park in Uganda

Dr. Dhikusooka studied the role played by cattle in maintaining Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD) and clarified whether FMD virus can be spread from buffalo to cattle at the livestock-wildlife interface. He identified two new FMD virus strains in clinically healthy cattle. These viruses were different from those previously identified in buffalos and cattle, and also from the vaccine strains that were used in Uganda. He also observed that FMD viruses could exist in cattle but without manifestation of clinical signs. Furthermore, the study demonstrated that the virus strains circulating in cattle differ from those previously identified in buffalo, and that cattle played an important role in the maintenance of FMD. These findings guide policy on control of FMD in Uganda. The study was funded by DANIDA and supervised by Prof Vincent Muwanika, Prof
Kirsten Tohnehoj and Dr. Chrisostom Ayebazibwe.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Environmental Management)

KABI Fredrick

A landscape approach to the epidemiology of Theileria parva and Brucella abortus infections among distinct morphometric cattle populations in Uganda

Mr. Kabi Fredrick’s study aimed at generating critical knowledge to improve the control of East Cost Fever (ECF) caused by Theileria parva and Brucellosis caused by Brucella abortus in cattle for enhanced food security in Uganda. The landscape attributes and environment in the different agro-ecological zones (AEZs) of Uganda, over a long period of time, influences the type of cattle, productivity levels and disease occurrence patterns. The study established that indigenous cattle morphometric trait, population genetic structure of T. parva, and spatial distribution of B. abortus antibodies follow specific patterns among indigenous cattle populations within the different AEZs. These patterns provide guidance for the deployment and appraisal of control strategies of ECF and brucellosis, and conservation of indigenous cattle in Uganda. This study was funded by the EAAPP under NARO NextGen programme and was supervised by Assoc. Prof. Vincent Muwanika and Assoc. Prof. Charles Masembe.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Environmental management)

TUSIIME Felly Mugizi (Ms)

Comparative phylogeography and species delimitation of selected afroalpine plants

Ms Tusiime Felly Mugizi studied the genetic diversity, taxonomy, and evolution of plants on 11 eastern African mountains using AFLPs, Flow Cytometry, and DNA sequencing. The results show low genetic diversity and recent evolution of plants. The rift valley is a barrier to gene flow influencing genetic structure of the plants. Revision of Genus Dendrosenecio and Trifolium cryptopodium is proposed and new distribution ranges for Carduus schimperi. Thus molecular data are important in plant systematics complementing morphology-based taxonomy. This study was funding by Norwegian Government; and was supervisors by Prof. Gerald Eilu, Prof. Vincent Muwanika, Prof. Christian Brochmann and Prof. Sileshi Nemomissa.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Climate Science)

NIMUSIIMA Alex

The impact of climate change and variability on maize production in the central cattle corridor of Uganda

Mr. Alex Nimusiima studied the impacts of climate change and variability on future maize production in the central cattle corridor of Uganda. He used both climate and crop modeling in his study. His results reveal that more rainfall is expected to fall in the second rainfall season of September to November compared to the known long rainfall season of March to May in the future period. Results also show that temperatures are expected to increase in the future and this will lead to reductions in maize yields. Some recommendations on adaptation to the expected changes have been suggested. This study was funded by IDRC, Carnegie Corporation and Makerere University staff development, and was supervised by Assoc. Prof. Charles Basaliwa and Assoc. Prof. Mwanjalolo Majaliwa.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Plant Breeding & Biotechnology)

DDAMULIRA Gabriel

Characterization of pseudocercospora griseola, identification of local sources of resistance and effectiveness of gene pyramiding in controlling angular leaf spot in common bean

Mr. Ddamulira examined the variability and distribution of angular leaf spot disease (ALS) and determined possible sources of resistance to ALS. The study identified twelve different pathogens causing ALS in common bean. The twelve pathogens were distributed throughout the ten major bean districts of Uganda. His research also identified one Ugandan common bean landrace, which was resistant to ALS and its inheritance pattern was documented. The study also developed four pyramided bean lines, which are resistant to ALS. The resistant landrace identified and pyramided bean lines developed will be used to develop ALS bean resistant varieties. The study was funded by RUFORUM and supervised by Dr. Mildred Ochwo-Ssemakula and Dr. Clare Mukankusi.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Plant Breeding & Biotechnology)

MAYADA Marmoun Beshir Mohamed(Ms)

Genetic analysis of dual resistance to Anthracnose and Turcicum leaf blight in sorghum

Ms. Mayday’s studied the genetics of Anthracnose and Turcicum leaf blight in sorghum, which are limiting its production in Africa. She conducted her trials under field and greenhouse environments in sorghum growing regions of Sudan and Uganda. She identified genotypes Jesu91-104DL, Butana and MUTLB1003 to be tolerant to both diseases. Also her findings
suggested that quantitative and qualitative gene effects contributed to the mode of inheritance for both diseases. The information gained from this study can be used in deploying marker-assisted selection for dual diseases infection of anthracnose and turicum leaf blight. This study was funded by DAAD through RUFORUM and supervised by Assoc. Prof. Patrick Okori and Emeritus Prof. Patrick Rubalhayo.

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Language Education)

KABUGO David

A model of cultivating teacher-trainees’ knowledge of integrating emerging technologies into Luganda language teaching

Often, novice teachers of Luganda language divorce technology and pedagogy from their content delivery. This gap exists in part due to a dearth of discipline-specific guidelines. David’s thesis presents a model of eight interconnected experiential learning guidelines pivoting on three levels of technology integration to enable teacher-educators to bridge this gap. Mr. David tested his model in two semester-long blended Luganda language education courses in one School of Education at a protuberant public university in Uganda. Utilizing his model will enable teacher-trainees acquire necessary Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK) to transform the teaching of Luganda language in the contemporary digital age. This study was funded by Swedish International Development Agency (Sida), and was supervised by Prof. Fred Masagazi Masaazi Assoc. Prof. Anthony Mugagga Muwagga.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Education)

NAMAGEYO Sheila Were (Ms)

An Exploration of the Relationship Between Teachers’ Principles, Teaching Methods and their Impact on Performance in English Language (A case study of selected schools in Central Uganda)

Ms. Namagero Shiela Tendo investigated how teachers’ choice of teaching methods were a result of the principles they held regarding the teaching-learning process and how these methods affected students’ ability to learn English and student performance in the subject. This study critically analyzed the effect of individual teachers’ principles on their students in selected secondary schools in Central Uganda. The study showed that most of the teachers in the case studies employed teacher-centered methods due to the principles they held towards the teaching-learning process. This in turn influenced student perceptions towards English language and their performance both orally and in written examinations. The study recommended deliberate effort in the teacher training institutions to emphasize the relevance of using student-biased principles in selecting teaching methods, and retraining teachers on learner-centered methods. This study was privately funded and supervised by Prof. Oswald Ndolerire and Assoc. Prof. Masembe Ssebunga.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Education)

BYAKUTAGA Nkwenge Kasande Beatrice (Ms)

Communication methods as correlates of academic staff performance in Primary Teachers’ Colleges (PTCs) in central Uganda

Ms. Byakutaga’s study investigated the relationship between communication methods and academic staff performance in Primary Teachers’ Colleges (PTCs) in central Uganda. To address the growing problem of deteriorating performance of the academic staff in PTCs, the communication factor that is critical in management, was investigated. The study found that appropriate implementation of non-verbal and written communication methods greatly enhanced performance of the academic staff better than the use of the verbal electronic and face-to-face methods. It is suggested that administrators should carefully select communication methods that enhance staff performance in the world of work. The study was self-funded and supervised by Assoc.
Prof. Joseph Oonyu and Dr. Edrisa Serugo Kasenene.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Educational Management)
MALUNDA Netalisile Paul
Teacher support systems and quality of pedagogical practices in public secondary schools in Uganda

Mr. Malunda Paul examined the influence of teacher support systems on quality of pedagogical practices in public secondary schools in Uganda owing to the persistent criticisms about quality of teaching in public secondary schools. He studied the influence of teacher supervision, evaluation, and professional development on quality of pedagogical practices. The findings showed that; teacher supervision, evaluation, and professional development influenced quality of pedagogical practices, however teacher supervision was based majorly on fault-finding, appropriate tools for evaluations were lacking, and professional development was inadequate. The study recommended that the Ministry of Education builds the capacity of the schools to provide support supervision; develops evaluation tools; and should expedite implementation of the Secondary Teacher Development Management Systems for continuous professional development of teachers. The study was self-funded, and was supervised by Prof. J. C. S. Musaazi and Assoc. Prof. Joseph Oonyu.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Educational Management)
MUGIZI Wilson
Antecedents of Employee Commitment of Academic Staff in Universities in Uganda

Mr. Mugizi Wilson examined commitment of academic staff in universities in Uganda. To suggest ways of addressing the problem of low employee commitment among academic staff in universities, the factors that underpinned the problem were isolated. The study found that appropriate implementation of human resource management practices namely; recruitment, job design, training, job security and safety, and grievances handling mechanisms enhanced commitment of academic staff. Fostering good organisational characteristics in terms of good organisational leadership, employee relationships and employee support promotes commitment of academic staff. Retaining long serving staff, supporting staff further education and their families and developing their self-efficacy enhances their commitment. This study was self-funded and supervised by Assoc. Prof. Fred E. K. Bakkabulindi and Dr Ronald Bisaso.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Educational Management)
NABANGO Lazarus
Quality Assurance at Makerere University in Uganda: Internal Stakeholders’ Conceptions and Practices

Mr. Nabango Lazarus explored conceptions of quality higher education and good teaching by internal stakeholders at Makerere University; and the practices that the University employs to assure the quality of teaching. The findings revealed that quality higher education was conceptualised as transformation, fitness for purpose, exceptional, and perfection. Meanwhile, students and academics hold similar, though not identical, conceptions of good teaching. Furthermore, student evaluation of teaching, pedagogical training, monitoring and supervision of teaching, competence-based deployment, and interfacing were used to assure the quality of teaching. The study concluded that quality higher education and good teaching are multi-dimensional concepts that call for a multi-dimensional approach to assuring them. The study was funded by Uganda Management Institute (UMI) and supervised by Assoc Prof. Jessica Norah Aguti and Assoc Prof. Joseph Oonyu.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Educational Management)
NYENJE Aida (Ms)
Education reform dynamics and the quality of Primary School Education in selected areas of Uganda

Ms. Nyenje Aida’s study, which arose as a result of the persistent complaints about the deteriorating quality of education in Uganda, explored the effect of education reform dynamics on the quality of primary education. The study established that attitudinal, structural and institutional dynamics of education reforms have significant effect on the quality of primary education, and that failures by educational reformers to effectively address reform dynamics have often rendered several education reforms ineffective. The study recommends for the Ministry of Education and Sports to often closely consult stakeholders during reforms; expand NCDC’s mandate to develop and supply educational materials to schools; and strengthen the technical capacities of SMCs to oversee the implementation of educational reforms in the country. This study was funded by Uganda Management Institute and supervised by Dr. James L. Nkata & Prof. Alhas N. Maicibi.

The Principal, College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Mathematics)
MAYAMBALA Fred
An eigendecomposition-based Method for large-scale mean variance portfolio optimization with extension to the cardinality constrained model

Mr. Mayambala Fred’s study aimed at developing theories and techniques that are able to give investors in a market of finitely many available assets, the best investment options within a reasonably short time. Determining which investments are most profitable and less risky can be a very difficult problem to many investors. To come up with the “best” decision, also called a trade-off between risk and profit, mathematical models have been used to guide the investor to make well-calculated capital investments. The Eigendecomposition-based method developed in this study is able to handle even large-scale problems within a few minutes, compared to existing methods which took hours or even days. This study was funded by the East African Universities Mathematical Programme (EAUMP) under the International Science Programme (ISP) in Sweden, and supervised by Prof. Torbjorn Larsson, Assist. Prof. Elina Ronnberg and Assoc. Prof Juma Kasozi.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Chemistry)

INDULI Martha Khasiala (Ms)

Phytochemical investigation of selected plants from the family Asphodelaceae for anti-infective principles

Ms. Induli’s study focused on drug discovery as a strategy for contributing to better infectious diseases management. The current drugs have become ineffective leading to a high number of deaths. Martha worked on plants, which are used in traditional medicine practice for the treatment of various ailments including malaria, diarrhea and skin infections. She has isolated substances with show promise of becoming effective drugs to treat these diseases. This study was funded by the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) through the Natural Products Research Network for Eastern and Central Africa (NAPRECA), and supervised by Assoc. Prof. Robert Byamukama and Prof. Abiy Yenesew.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Chemistry)

MAYEKU Wafula Philip

Isolation and characterization of anti-bacterial, anti-proliferative and cytotoxic constituents of Maytenus putterlicoides, Vernonia glabra and Thalictrum rhynnocarpum

Mr. Mayeku Wafula Philip’s work focused on three medicinal plants: Maytenus putterlicoides (Koko tree), Vernonia glabra (Cornflower vernonia) and Thalictrum rhynnocarpum (Chinese meadow) used to treat genital tumors and bacterial infections in African traditional medicine, with a view to isolate and characterize active constituents with anti-cancer and anti-bacterial activities. Further, the isolated constituents were tested for their cytotoxicity to validate the traditional use of the plants in herbal medicine. The findings reported in this work make a positive contribution to the continuous search for bioactive secondary metabolites from plants that can be used as lead compounds in development of next generation anti-cancer and anti-bacterial drugs. This study was funded by DAAD through NAPRECA Fellowship scheme, and supervised by Prof. Bernard Turyagenda Kiremire (RIP), Prof. Robert Byamukama, Prof. Ahmed Hassanali and Dr. Josiah Ochieng Odalo.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Chemistry)

MUKASA-TEBANDEKE Is'harq-Zubair

The chemical, mineralogical, structural and surface properties of selected clays in central and eastern Uganda and their application in bleaching oils

Mr. Mukasa-Tebandeke used selected local clays to bleach cotton and sunflower seed oils to provide for alternative sources to imported clays. The data produced showed that local clays from Uganda can substitute imported bleaching earths as the raw and acid-leached local clays strongly adsorbed colored and uncolored pigments as well as peroxides and trace metals. So health hazards arising from consumption of unbleached oils can be overcome using locally mined clays. The results further revealed that clays from were a mixture of many clay minerals. Surface acidity of leached clays increased with increase in concentration of acid and temperature revealing increase in adsorptive capacity, surface area and pore volume. This study was funded by .......... and supervised by Assoc. Prof. S.A. Nyanzi, Prof. P.J.M. Ssebwufu and Assoc. Prof. G.W. Nyakairu.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

TUGUME Patience(Ms)

Economic valuation of non-timber forest products and recreational benefits from Mabira Forest reserve, Uganda

Ms. Patience Tugume assessed the economic value of non-timber forest products and recreational benefits from Mabira Central Forest Reserve. The study was motivated by the fact that forest benefits are rarely quantified in monetary terms and often ignored when making development decisions and this triggers deforestation. The results revealed that the poor, women, youth and uneducated heavily depend on the forest for non-timber forest products extraction. The findings of this study will help forest managers and guide policy
on dependence on forest reserves for non-timber forest products. The important policy recommendation made is that intervention measures that promote sustainable utilisation and management of the forest resource should be promoted. There is need to promote alternative income sources in order to minimize forest dependence and degradation and indirectly mitigate the effects of climate change. The study was funded by the African Development Bank and supervised by Prof. Mukadasi Buyinza and Prof. Esezah. Kakudidi from Makerere University.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Zoology)

AKITE Perpetra (Ms)

Spatial and matrix influences on the biogeography of insect taxa in forest fragments in central Uganda

Ms. Perpetra Akite’s study explored the contributions of surrounding habitats to overall preservation of forest insects. To inform forest management on how best to manage remaining forest patches and reduce the negative effects of forest degradation, a number of factors were investigated. The study found a marked decline in number of species and individuals over time. Insects that need good quality forests were the most vulnerable to forest modification. Other land-use types around the forests supported some forest species. These results indicate a worrying reduction in the capacity of protected forests to main biodiversity. In order to promote the long-term persistence of biodiversity in human modified forest landscapes, other land-uses (e.g. Cardamom and shade coffee plantations) should be integrated into forest management. This study was funded by The Norwegian Research Council and supervised by Assoc. Prof. Richard J. Telford Assoc. Prof. Anne M. Akol, and Prof. Charles H.F. Rowell.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Zoology)

KABBALE Fredrick George

Biting behaviour and vectorial capacity of Plasmodium vectors under prolonged use of insecticide-treated bed nets in Kamuli District, Uganda

Mr. Kabbale Fredrick George investigated the impact of prolonged use of insecticide-treated bed nets (ITNs) on the biting times and various malaria transmission indices of the principal malaria vectors, Anopheles gambiae sensu stricto, An. funestus s.s., An. parensis and An. leesoni in Kamuli district. An. gambiae s.s. Giles was found to be the major afro-tropical malaria vector in Kamuli. ITNs were found to be an effective malaria control tool as human-seeking activity of vectors peaked between 11:00 pm and 5:00 am when most people are in bed and under bed nets. Reductions in human-biting proportions, annual transmission intensities and survival rates of the vectors were observed. Therefore, ITNs should be more widely promoted in the area and other parts of the country, integrated with other protective tools targeting the outdoor, the early and late biting vectors. This study was funded by WHO/TDR and APHRC/ADDR and was supervised by Assoc. Prof. Anne Akol and Prof. John Baptist Kaddu.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Zoology)

KATO Agapitus Babumba

Population genetics structure and paternity analysis of Glossina fuscipes fuscipes Newstead 1910 (Diptera: Glossinidae) in the Lake Victoria basin of Uganda

Mr. Kato examined patterns of population genetic diversity, structure and reproductive behaviour of the tsetse fly Glossina fuscipes for improved control of African trypanosomiasis, for which Glossina fuscipes is the major vector in Uganda. Integration of the conventional methods with genetic manipulation of the vector using Sterile Insect Technique (SIT) has been a promising solution, but its success requires a good knowledge of the population genetics and reproductive behaviour of the target species. The results of this study will advise policy on the strategy for successful eradication of tsetse flies from Uganda, and is relevant for interpreting the reproductive biology of the species. This study was funded by NIH, D43, and WHO-TDR and supervised by Assoc. Prof. Masembe Charles, Dr. Okedi Joyce and Dr. Ouma Johnson.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Chemistry)

MASETTE Margaret (Ms)

Nutritional ecology of mangabeys (Lophocebus albigena-ugandae, Groves) in Mabira and Lwamunda forest reserves, Uganda

Ms. Masette Margaret’s study was purposed to determine food selection criteria and adaptations during food scarcity for Grey-cheeked mangabeys. The available information was too scanty to formulate conservation strategies for Lake Victoria Basin forest reserves. Among the food selection criteria, high levels of macro-nutrients (protein, fat and sugars) and low tannins were the principal determinants in Mangabey diet. Fruit processing was the major adaptation used to meet nutritional requirements during periods of food scarcity. The findings will benefit National Forest Authority (NFA) and Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA) to formulate evidence- based management and conservation strategies for primates and their habitat who should initiate afforestation programs involving trees that bear preferred fruits as opposed to nutritionally deficient fall-back species. Conservation of Mabira and Lwamunda forest reserves is a pre-requisite for Mangabey survival. This study was
funded by NUFU and supervised by Prof. G. Isabirye-Basuta, C. A. Chapman and Prof. D. Baranga

Conferment of the
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Zoology)
MUGUME Samuel Koojo

Influence of human activities on the status of wildlife in four central forest reserves in Uganda

Mr. Mugume Samuel Koojo assessed the impact of human activities on the viability of forest reserves as long-term habitats for conservation of wildlife. His study, found that animal species within the reserves live in very low densities compared to other protected habitats and showed that the animals are vulnerable, and some species like chimpanzee are highly endangered because of the ongoing human activities in addition to lack of a strong law enforcement at each of the forest reserves. Accordingly, Dr. Mugume makes a justification for raising the protection status of forest reserves, which have endangered species and proposes the promotion of conservation education among the locals; in addition to strict law enforcement in all the reserves. This study was funded by Canada Research Chairs Program and Natural Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada and supervised by Prof. Colin A. Chapman and Assoc. Prof. Gilbert Isabirye-Basuta.

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Agricultural and Applied Economics
GUMIZAMU Peninah(Ms)
IBUDA Fiona(Ms)
MBABAZI Esther Gloria(Ms)
MUWEREZA Nelson
MWANGUHYA Joshua
NAMUYIGA Dorothy Birungi(Ms)
YETAGSU Abuwork Tebeka
YIGA Steven
ZULU Maureen(Ms)

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Agricultural Economics
BANGIZI Robert
BILLY Abraham
MUTYEBERE Rodgers
NSENGA Moses
YOKO Nyangbeanqoi Aagon

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Agricultural Engineering
ABOAGYE Dominic
ANABA Abguri Listowel
ARHIN Samuel Gyebi
GALYAKI Cyrus
KIMULI Daniel
LUGALI Yvonne (Ms)
NABATEESA Sylvia(Ms)
NABATEREGA Resty(Ms)
NABULIME Maureen Norah(Ms)
OMULO Godfrey Omondi

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Plant Breeding and Seed Systems
ARU John Charles
CHEMUTAI Job Alunga
EMILIO Susan Ayot Jackson(Ms)
KIM Peter Dak Kim Akol
LAKU Nancy Lino Loro
MOLLY Allen(Ms)
MUKASA David
MUTUA Peter Mwololo
NYAMBOK Anne Achieng(Ms)
OPIO Robert Louis Oluge
RIEK Gabri Joshua Gadet
UBOR William Andrea
UWERA Emma(Ms)
WEELAR Ganteh Charles

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Integrated Watershed Management
KOKULU Halala Willie

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Crop Science
ALEU Jude
GAYEE Mesah Clarence Daniel
GAYI Denis
NAKIMERA Solomy(Ms)
NAKIMERA Solomy Kalibbala
OKAO Moses
POPE Emmanuel

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Animal Science
KAYITESI Aline(Ms)
The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Master of Science in Soil Science**

BEESIGAMUKAMA Dennis
KYOMUHENDO Prossy(Ms)
NAKANWAGI Josephine(Ms)
NALUKWAGO Nabayinda Shamim (Ms)

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Master of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences**

BUKOMEKO Hannington

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Master of Science in Food Science and Technology**

BUZO Honi(Ms)
MUSOKE Phillip
TABULA Arthur
UMAR Yassin Hassen

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Master of Science in Applied Human Nutrition**

BABUKIUKA Dalton
IRAMA Charles Vudra
KAKOOZA Richard
NWATARALI Chinelo Philomena (Ms)

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Master of Science in Environment and Natural Resources**

ACHOM Ann Okaisu(Ms)
ADRAPI Joseph
AGABA Ivan Owen
AHEBWE Diana
ATWOREKIRE Silas
BABIRYE Sarah(Ms)
BATTE Siraje
ENEKU Adima Gordon
IMONGIT Simon Jonan
KIGOZI Martin
KIRABO Adriane(Ms)
MBOLANY Betty(Ms)
MUGABI Henry Kahigiriza
MUHABWE Rugyenda Richard
MUJA Judith(Ms)
NALULE Oliver(Ms)
NAMUGENYI Rebecca(Ms)
OBEDE MOITH Aldous
ODOTO Deo Wilbert
OKELLO Robert Calvin
OKETCH Michael Omwodo
QUEEN Catherine Karabo(Ms)
RWAMUHOKYA Robert
SAIDA Ramadhan(Ms)
TOGBA-DOYA Diamond Mbelenue
TUMUHEIRE Amos
WATSEMA Victor Doreen(Ms)
WODEYA David Simon
YIGA Vincent

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Master of Arts in Geography**

NAWANGI Paskazia
LUTALO Benard
BWANIKI Brian
CHEROTICH Harriet(Ms)
OBUA Richard

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Master of Science in Renewable Energy**

CARTLAND Richard
NALUBEQA Teddy(Ms)
NORDINO Moises Mungoi
TUHAIRWE Fred

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering**

MASUBA Ivan
NGABIRANO Julius
OKELLO Francis
OKWII Teddy(Ms)
SENDAGIRE Blasios
WOBUYA Emmanuel

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Master of Engineering (Civil)**

MWEBESA Joseph

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering**

KAGARURA Geoffrey Mark

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Master of Science in Agroforestry**

AFAI Sylvano
OPIO Moses
SSEBULIME Godfrey
Degree of Master of Engineering (Electrical)
AHIMBISIBWE Christine(Ms)

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Technology innovation and industrial Development
BUCUREZI Daphine(Ms)
BYANSI Bashir
KALIISA Machael
KANDWANAHO Jonan
LUMONYA Jacob Egondi

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Geo-information Science and Technology
ASIIMWE Christine(Ms)
ASIIMWE Immaculate(Ms)
BAMWEYANA Ivan
JEMBA Seezi Nicholas
KATIMBO Duncan
KiMERA Dennis
NAGUJJA Sophia(Ms)
OWONA Gloria(Ms)

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Construction Management
AMBAZIMANA Andrew
ASIIMWE Evelyne Pamela(Ms)
KALALI Peter
MENYA Isaac
MUGUWA Deogratius
MUNYAGWA James
NYANZI Robert
SEWANKAMBO Tom
WALUGEMBE John Paul

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Arts in Fine Art
FAMAO Asha(Ms)
BACHOUR Diana(Ms)
BANGA Simon
KAVUMA John Leonard
NASSANGA Faridah Muhammad(Ms)

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Education in Social Science and Arts Education
OKEDI Edison Onyango
TWEBAZE Mbabazi Charles

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Education in Science Education
AKALABAMU Augustine
NAMBUKU Florence(Ms)
SSALI Celester
TALIBA Caroline(Ms)

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Education in Educational Foundation & Management
ACAYO Christine(Ms)
KIIZA Paskazia(Ms)
NAKUNJA Joan Mukasa(Ms)
ONYANGO Margaret Anyango(Ms)

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Education in Curriculum Studies

BUSINGE Kellen(Ms)
GALANDI Tony Kiire
KAKOOZA Abdulaziz

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Education in Language and Literature Education
AMONG Otukol Janet(Ms)
MAATE Kajja Azalia
MUBANGIZI Elijah
NAMPEERA Moureen(Ms)
OBOI Paul
SSENYONJO Jonathan Absolom Phillip

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Arts in Educational Policy and Planning
ANAKU Mark
BUSULWA Joseph
KIBUUKA Enoch
KUDIT Charles John Acwil
NALUGYA Shakira(Ms)
NAMANSA Julius Paul
OKURUT Michael
NAMULI Esther(Ms)
WESIGE Andrew

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Arts in Educational Management
BABIRYE Mary Gorrettie(Ms)
KISAMBA Mugerwa Peter
NAMUTEBI Latifa(Ms)
NYWANDI Elie
SEKALO Muhammed

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Human Resource Management
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>College</th>
<th>Additional Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAMUTEIRE Peter</td>
<td>Master of Science in Mathematics</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPIO Ismail</td>
<td>Master of Science in Physics</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSEMBA TY Francis</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABO Zadoki</td>
<td>Master of Science in Botany</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSEMAYI Vincent</td>
<td>Master of Science in Medical Education</td>
<td>Education and External Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIMBE Daniel</td>
<td>Master of Science in Geology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABABO Ivan</td>
<td>Master of Science in Biochemistry</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKOTH Sisiria (Ms)</td>
<td>Master of Science in Petroleum Geosciences</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGESA Eugene</td>
<td>Master of Science in Physics</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISINGOMA Joseph</td>
<td>Master of Science in Botany</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANGAVE Alice (Ms)</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIKONYOGO Francis Xavier</td>
<td>Master of Science in Medical Education</td>
<td>Education and External Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWEVUZA Maria Gorreth (Ms)</td>
<td>Master of Science in Geology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSHABE Norman</td>
<td>Master of Science in Biochemistry</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAKAFEERO Caroline (Ms)</td>
<td>Master of Science in Petroleum Geosciences</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAKIYENDE Herbert</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDAGIRE Noeline (Ms)</td>
<td>Master of Science in Botany</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKAO-OKUSSA Geoffrey</td>
<td>Master of Science in Medical Education</td>
<td>Education and External Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KISSEKA Ronald</td>
<td>Master of Science in Geology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASIPA Fred Bwayo</td>
<td>Master of Science in Biochemistry</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKELO Denis</td>
<td>Master of Science in Petroleum Geosciences</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAWUMA Carol (Ms)</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDIKUBWIMANA Noel</td>
<td>Master of Science in Botany</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKULLO Joseph</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAGU Paulino</td>
<td>Master of Science in Medical Education</td>
<td>Education and External Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEREBBA Nasifu</td>
<td>Master of Science in Botany</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAJWE Grace (Ms)</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATOVU Francis</td>
<td>Master of Science in Medical Education</td>
<td>Education and External Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSISI Emmanuel</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WACOO Paul Alex</td>
<td>Master of Science in Medical Education</td>
<td>Education and External Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEMBABAZI Enoch</td>
<td>Master of Science in Botany</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSISI Emmanuel</td>
<td>Master of Science in Medical Education</td>
<td>Education and External Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAGU Paulino</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEREBBA Nasifu</td>
<td>Master of Science in Medical Education</td>
<td>Education and External Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAJWE Grace (Ms)</td>
<td>Master of Science in Botany</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATOVU Francis</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSISI Emmanuel</td>
<td>Master of Science in Medical Education</td>
<td>Education and External Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAGU Paulino</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEREBBA Nasifu</td>
<td>Master of Science in Medical Education</td>
<td>Education and External Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAJWE Grace (Ms)</td>
<td>Master of Science in Botany</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATOVU Francis</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSISI Emmanuel</td>
<td>Master of Science in Medical Education</td>
<td>Education and External Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAGU Paulino</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEREBBA Nasifu</td>
<td>Master of Science in Medical Education</td>
<td>Education and External Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAJWE Grace (Ms)</td>
<td>Master of Science in Botany</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATOVU Francis</td>
<td>Master of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the Postgraduate Diploma in Construction Management
AGWE Michael Toby
KATUKWASA Pheonah(Ms)
ALUONZI Godfrey
BIRUNGI Janet(Ms)
BIRUNGI Rachel Grace(Ms)
KAGIMU Dennis
KAIHURA Herbert
KAMYA Daniel Wamala
KUWKUNDAKWE Moses
MAZINA Timothy
MUYANJA Michael Davis
OBODAA Alex Batambuze
OBONYO Luke
SENKUNGU Kenneth
TINDIMWEBWA Jonadab
KIVEJINJA Charles
MUSSAJAWAZA Edgar
KAWEESI Hakim
SENOGA Gerald
WASSWA Paul Tamale

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Postgraduate Diploma in Urban Planning and Design
NANTEZA Maria(Ms)

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Postgraduate Diploma in Environmental Impact Assessment
NAKITTO Rebecca(Ms)
OCHOKO John Kamere

SSEMANDA Umaru

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the Diploma in Civil Engineering Surveying
BASHIR Batambuze
KABALULI Ernest
KIYIMBA Moses
MWESIGWA Samuel
OTIM Edmond
SEMUGOMA George

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Health Tutors Diploma
NAKWALA Aisha(Ms)
OKABO Pius Nyangaturn
URA Paul
ZAWEDDE Juliet(Ms)

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Higher Diploma in Clinical Instruction
AZABO Jame Williams
MUWANGUSI Caleb
NABIKYU Josephine(Ms)
NABULYA Resty(Ms)
NANSUBUGA Teopista(Ms)

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Diploma in Youth Development Work
KAWALYA Williams Bill
MAYENDE Godfrey
NABUGONYI Oliver(Ms)
NAMAKULA Aidat(Ms)
DHIGO Peter
KATUSHABE Cleophas(Ms)
KENGONZI Fausta(Ms)
MUWONGE John
SSESAAZA Amos Kakooza
MWEBAZE Stephen

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Environmental Science
ABWA Geoffrey
AINE Amon
AKAMPURIRA Ezra

Presentation of the Diploma in Project Planning and Management
AHIMBISIBWE Steven
AKANKWASA Gloria(Ms)
ANGEYANGO Jilda(Ms)
ARINTWWE Daphine Sandra(Ms)
ASIIMWE Diana(Ms)
BAINGANA Amon
DDIBYA Henry
DDUMBA Paul
EJIEET Elijah
KABAGUNGA Jane Miriam(Ms)
KAKEETO Paul
KATANYWA Oscar
KATO Fahad
KIBUUKA Anod
KITYAMUWEESI Ashiraf
KIZZA Shafic
KYARIKUNDA Moreen(Ms)
KYEBAMBE Daniel
MANGENI Hope(Ms)
MUBIRU Amos
MUGABI Alex
MUNAWA Mahadi
NABIRYE Prossy(Ms)
NABUKENYA Shakirah(Ms)
NAGAWA Dorcus(Ms)
NAKAWOYA Halima(Ms)
NALUBEGA Pavin(Ms)
NAMAZZI Shakirah(Ms)
NAMBALIRWA Resty(Ms)
NAMBOZO Winnie(Ms)
NAMUTAMBA Shamimu(Ms)
NANOZI Jane(Ms)
NASSAKA Maria(Ms)
OKWANGA Walter
SENKUNGU Brian
TIBALEKA Jimmy
TIMBITI Paul
TUMUKUNDE Edison
ZALWANGO Gloria(Ms)

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Environmental Science
ABWA Geoffrey
AINE Amon
AKAMPURIRA Ezra
The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Agribusiness Management

AHIMBISIBEWE Moses
AKOTH Brenda(Ms)
ANENA Lillian(Ms)
ASUSI Dominion Andama
ATEGKEKA Stewar
ATIM Harriet(Ms)
ATWINE Pison
AUMA Suzan(Ms)
BABINE Winnie(Ms)
BAGUMA Amos
BAZAALE Grace
KACHUMITANA Edision
KAGUMBA Frank
KASULE James Billy
KAZUNGU Alex
KiZITO Isaac
KOMUHWEZI Racheal(Ms)
KOTAKI Robert
KYAMBALANGO Saul
LABOL Norah(Ms)
LUBOOBI Frank
MAINJA Brian Melix
MALELE Gilbert
MUBIRU Robert
MUHUMUZA Peter
MUTEBI Ronald
MUZOORA Arnold
MWEBEMBEZI Jevunary
MWIJUKA Denis
NABUKWASI S Lydia(Ms)
NAKIRYA Peace(Ms)
NAYAZZE Dorothy Mbaraga(Ms)
NAMATA Joyce(Ms)
NKINZI Eva(Ms)
NUWAMANYA Perez
OCAN Bosco
OLAL Gloria Cynthia(Ms)
OMARA Emmanuel Ayen
OMSA Joseph Otaala
SIMWogerere Ernest
SSEBUGENYI Patrick
SEKAWABE Julius
SSENKUBUBE Hillary
TINO Eunice(Ms)
TUGUME Gorret(Ms)
TUGUME Myres

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Agricultural and Rural Innovation

AHIMBISIBEWE Enock
AHUMUZA Derek
AINAMANI Brian
ALIGUMA Emmanuel
ANYUMEL Pius
ASIIMWE Yustus
BAGUMA Michael
BIGUMIRWA David
BUGINO Collins
CHESANG Boronface
EMAJU Daniel
HANGAMAISHO Abraham
IBIROT Julius
INEGET Isia
KABANGIRA Boaz
KAKAIRE Nassar
KALUNGI Maureen(Ms)
KAMYA Micheal Keefa
KATAMBA Kenneth
KATANISA Davis
KAYITESI Marie Noella(Ms)
KYOMUGASHO Phionah(Ms)
MAGEZI Samuel
MBABAZI Angella(Ms)
MUGAMBWA Gastervus
MUGARURA Phillip
MUGISHA Renter Tumuheki
MUTEBI Brian
The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Land Use and Management

AINEMBABAZI Grace
AKELLO Mirriam(Ms)
AMUTUHAIRE Hildah(Ms)
ATUHAIRE Specioza(Ms)
EYATU Raymond
IKUWE Loy(Ms)
KALUNGI Thomas
KIRUMIRA Idi
KUSASIRA Jepther
MUSINGUZI Harriet(Ms)
MWESIGYE Caleb
NABISUBI Haliwa(Ms)
NAHUMUZA Faith Racheal(Ms)
NAKIRYOWA Rose(Ms)
NAMAVEJJE Ritah(Ms)
NANKINGA Yvonne(Ms)
NATWETA Nicholas
OLUM Churchill
OMODING Jacob
SSALI Hassan
TURIHOHABWE Alex
TWESIGYE Alex

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

ADWAR Sunday Brenda(Ms)
AGABA Racheal Prossy(Ms)
AKEMO Issa
ALAL Catherine(Ms)
ASEGA Husseini
AWUZU Ivan Santiago
BWISE Emmanuel
CHEMONGES Silvester
EDIMU Francis
ELYASU Joshua
EPAKU George Terry
FONI Sarah(Ms)
KABUGA Expertio Muyanja
KASANGAKI Joseph
KAVUMA Shafik

KAYIMA Denis
KIBERU Ronald
KIYIMBA Frank
KWIKIRIZA Shillah(Ms)
KYEYUNE Michael
MBULAMUKUNGI Samuel
MUGABI Ashirafu
MUGABIRWE Vastina(Ms)
MUGAMBE Julius
MUGISHA Paul
MUKASA Steven
MUSAAZI Fahadi
MUTYABA Yusuf
MUYOMBA Joel
NAIGA Grace(Ms)
NAKABUGO Oliver(Ms)
NAKIRIGYA Lilian Victor(Ms)
NASSAZZI Winnie(Ms)
NGABIRANO Keneth
NUWATUHA Catherine(Ms)
OCEJ Jasper
ODYA Pius
OGOJO Emmanuel
OJOK Samson
OKELLO Deo Latigo
OKILLAN Edward
OLET Louis
OLING Jasper
OMODING Kenneth
ONGOM Lawrence
SSEKISAMBU Dissan
TUGUME Ian
TWINAMATSIKO Primah(Ms)
WAHOLI Emmanuel
WAMALA David

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Food Science and Technology

ABAASA Paula(Ms)
AGABA Balam
AKELLO Kevin Ojara(Ms)
ASIMIRE Julian(Ms)
BAMUKISA Maureen(Ms)
BION Solomon
BIRUNGI Shamim Warugaba(Ms)
BUGOSERA Racheal(Ms)
BUYINZA Thomas
KAGULIRE Johnpaul
KASIRYE William
KATONGOLE James
KIPROTICH Samuel Sugut
KIRAMU Najib
KIWANUKA Ismah
MEEME Rehema(Ms)
MUTESI Edward
NALUGWA Esther Irene(Ms)
NALUGWA Prisca Lutalo(Ms)
NANYONGA Zaitun(Ms)
NIMUSIIMA Prosper Nathan
OKALANY Emmanuel

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Horticulture
AINOMUGISHA Juliet(Ms)
CHAPU Ivan
MADOLO Alex
MUJUMA Shartot(Ms)
MUSASIZI Jonathan
NAMUSISI Margaret(Ms)
SEKITOLEKO Phillip
SENTONGO Moses
SUNDAY Alex

The Principal, College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Human Nutrition
AHOMEZA gracious(Ms)
AINOMUGISHA Prudence(Ms)
AYIRO Immaculate(Ms)
AASISWE Nicholas
GWOKOYA Harriet Ruth(Ms)
IKOMOLOT Caroline(Ms)
KALOMA Sophia(Ms)
KAYOGERA Musinguzi
KITIMBO Rachael(Ms)
KIYIMBA Daniel
MUBANGIZI Humphrey
MUKALAZI Ronald
NABWAMI Lydia Norah(Ms)
NAGAYI Gemma(Ms)
NAKASINDA Gladys(Ms)
NAKAWOOTA Caroline A M(Ms)

NAMULI Sarah(Ms)
NANTALE Hellen(Ms)
NYABONGO Raymond
NYAKAKE Lynn Gloria(Ms)
ODONGO Daniel
OLIA Kenna
OMVITI Jimmy Kata
PACUTHO Phillip
SESEBATO Paul
SENYINTO Muzafaru
WASSWA Yosia

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Environmental Management
APELLA Rebecca Eeluania(Ms)
NKATHA Jackline(Ms)
TWESIGYE Lawrence
OLINGA Joseph

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Conservation Forestry and Production Technology
AFUKU Alfred
AKELLO Scovia(Ms)
ALEEJE Alfred
ALIDRIA Stephen Dranda
ATIBUNI Emmanuel
ATUHAIWE Janepher(Ms)
BAKAKI Cornelious
BANGI Vicky(Ms)
BHAGHABHONERANO Solomon
EMENYU Moses
HAFAKIMANA Alex
HIRE Silman
KIBALAMA Marvin
KIIZA Wilson
KIKULE Willis
KIWANUKA Sadam Yiga
KOMUUJU Sarah(Ms)
KYALIGONZA Badru
LUIGA Jane(Ms)
LUVOMBYA Brian
MALUNGA Gabriel

The Principal, College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Social and Entrepreneurial Forestry
AGABA Stella(Ms)
AHURIRE Mary Gorret(Ms)
AKATUKUNDA Solomon
ARINGANIZA Ingrid(Ms)
AYEBARE Martin
ESINGO Martin Roy
ISINGOMA Cleophas
KATUSIIME Keneth
KATUSIIME Sylvia(Ms)
MABBERI Sylvier
MUGALA Chrisper(Ms)
MUMBERE Micheal
MURUHARA Dickson

MASUDIO Ronah(Ms)
MUGONVU Antony
MUNGUJAKISA Brian
MUSIIIMBA Darius
MWANGA Allan
MWIJKUYE Saul
NABIREBEA Monica(Ms)
NABUSULWA Dodofiko
NAKAYANZI Sefuroza(Ms)
NALWADDA Sharon(Ms)
NAMUTEBI Caroline(Ms)
NANSIMBE Caroline(Ms)
NATUKUNDA Fravia(Ms)
NATUMANYA Monica(Ms)
NGAMBE Asha(Ms)
NSANJA Najibbi
NTALE Emmanuel
NTUNGIRE Dickson
NYANGHEEGU Patricia(Ms)
ODUR Bob Benjamin
OTUKO Emmanuel
PADDE Daniel
RUPINN Onegwun Davis
SSEGUYA Vincent
SEKIDDE Vianney
THEMBO James
TUGUMISIRIZE Musa
TUYAMBAZE Nelson
TWESIGOMU Joseph
TWIJKY GEYAJIRA
TWINAWE Hillary
YIGA Solomon
The Principal, College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Fisheries and Aquaculture

AKAMBA MU Rapheal
APADET Innocent Specioza(Ms)
ATUKWATSE Faith(Ms)
BUBYINZA Isaac
GWOKYALYA Ruth(Ms)
HABIYAREMYE Peter
KASIGWA Howard
KIGOONYA Nicholas
KIKOBERWA Scovia(Ms)
KITYO Moses Katongole
KYAMBADDE Derrick
LUGYA Jessy
MUSIIGE George
MWESIGA Brian
NABAKKA Georgia Ester(Ms)
NDUWAYESU Evarist
NGITUJO Jonan
OdccONOYERO Sunday
OKOT Simon Peter
OTIM Ronald
RWEZAWULA Philip
SSEBBANJA Dancan Jonathan
TWEYANZE Deborah(Ms)
WASSWA Derrick

The Principal, College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Biotechnology

AINAMANI Levi
ALOYO Lydia(Ms)
AMEEDE Faith(Ms)
ANGOM Rebecca Mercy(Ms)
ANGURIA Ben
ASABA Phiona Jackline(Ms)
ASASIRA Annita(Ms)
AVUITYI Aaron
BYARUHANGA Nicholas
The Principal, College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Conservation Biology
KALEEBI Derrick
LAKER Faith Orundi(Ms)
MPEMBE Fionah(Ms)

NALUKENGE Lillian(Ms)
OBUA Sam

The Principal, College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Ethnobotany
AMITO Vivian Sharon(Ms)
ANYAYO Florence Okoda(Ms)
ASIIMWE Angella(Ms)
BARASA Joel
ISIDI Amanda(Ms)
KIRANGWA Paddy
MALUGGE Arnold
MUKWAYA Joel
MUSISI Steven
MWESIGWA Hope Efulasi(Ms)
NAHUNJA Brenda(Ms)
NAKITENDE Gloria(Ms)
NINSIIIMA Lennie Angella(Ms)
ODUDU Calvin
WESONGA Silas

The Principal, College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Industrial Chemistry
AHABWE Annah(Ms)
AHEEBWA Jethro
AKENA John Paul
AKIDI Edina(Ms)
ALIMUBYONA Elias
AMAITUM Eric
ARACH David James
ATUHE Annah(Ms)
BWAMBALE Chripus
BWAMBALE Jonas
IRAKA Jonathan
JAGENDA Edrisa Jooga
JJUUKO Rogers
KABOGGOZA Herbert Cirrus
KABUUZA Simon Peter
KALIBALA George
KAMPI Mariam Banura(Ms)
KAMYA Vicent
KASINDE Ronald Musisi
KASULE Patrick
KATUMWESIGYE Saison

The Principal, College of Natural Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Sports Science
KAWUKI Remmy
KIGGUNDU Ronald
KIMERA James Mark
KWIHANGANA Anne(Ms)
LUBEGA Wilson Batujiride
LULE Joseph
MATEGE Julius
MBAZIRA Vanessa Nazziwa(Ms)
MUGERA Diploxy
MUGUME David
MUKASA Nyumba Simon Peter
MUKWAYA Jerom
MUSOKE Abbey
MUTABARUKYE Deusdedit
MUYANJA Patric
MUZOORA Elly
MWANJE Nicholas
NABUNJE Joan(Ms)
NAKANJAKO Cissay Jackline(Ms)
NAKATO Irene(Ms)
NALUMU Juliet(Ms)
NALUYIMA Jackline(Ms)
NAMALA Milliam(Ms)
NAMUGEMA Oliva(Ms)
NANYANZI Teddy(Ms)
NASSAZI Mwamin(Ms)
NDYABAHIKA Aggrey
NIWAMANYA Biron
NKABIRWA Fred
NSANJA Ashiraf
NTUWA Ronald
OGWANG Walter
OTIM Job Naboth
OWINO Nelson
OYIORWOTH Raymond
RUKIRI Joseph
SADATI Bin Abdu
SERUKENYA Yusufu
SSEBINA Derick
TABULA Ivan
TUMUSIIME Dickson
TWESIGYE Benjamin
TWIJKYE Lindon
TWINOMUJUNI Edson
WALIGGO Martin
WANYERA Julius
The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the 

Degree of Bachelor of
Industrial and Fine Arts

ABENAKYO Maria Agnes(Ms)
ACHINGI Mary Gertrude(Ms)
ADONG Joan Adakun(Ms)
AHIMBISIBWE Bernard
AINAMAN Andrew
AINEBYONA Seth Benjamin
AINOMUGISHA Ronald
AKANDINDA Andrew
AKELLO Amy(Ms)
AKELLO Catherine(Ms)
AMENYO Irene(Ms)
ANGEYO Nikki Sumayyah(Ms)
ARIKIIRIZA Gloria(Ms)
ARINDA Brenda(Ms)
ASHABAHEWA Gloria(Ms)
ATIM Anne Elsie(Ms)
ATOO Lilian(Ms)
AWILLI Priscilla(Ms)
AWODI Daniel
BALEKE John Kalema
BALIKUDEMBE Arnold
BEINOMUGISHA Moses
BIGIRWA Bashir
BOGERE Gilbert
BUKIRWA Anitha(Ms)
EMANZI Mweera Pius
KABAHENDA Shamim(Ms)
KAKUYO Desire
KALEMERA Ronald
KALYEMENYA Douglas
KAMYUKA Kenneth Kyeswa
KATUNGYE Tyson
KEBIRUNGI Rose Mary(Ms)
KICONCO Natasha(Ms)
KIIZA Joan(Ms)
KIYINGI Peter
KIZITO Angel
KYEYUNE Benjamin
KYOMUGISHA Juliana(Ms)
LUBWAMA Akiram
LUBWAMA Yusuf
LUGUGO Joshua
LUKOMWA Musa
LUKWAGO Wilson Kabaale
LUTAAYA Sharon(Ms)
MASEMBE Daisy(Ms)
MBAYO Emmanuel Michael
MIRO Eriya
MUGISHA Peter
MUKALAZI Ben
MUTAAWE Sheila(Ms)
MUTAGUBYA Meshaci
MUZOORA Robert
MWESIGWA Benjamain Enoch
MWESIGWA Douglas
NABANKEMA Jacinta Norah(Ms)
NABUKENYA Christine(Ms)
NABUWALA Belina Aerial(Ms)
NABWAMI Annet(Ms)
NAJJUKO Sheila(Ms)
NAKABUGO Diana Christine(Ms)
NAKAYENGA Bridget(Ms)
NAKAZIBA Esther(Ms)
NAKIBUUKA Lynnet(Ms)
NAKIWALA Elsa(Ms)
NAKOWA Irene(Ms)
NALUGO Susan(Ms)
NALUKENGE Danielle(Ms)
NAMARA Sheila(Ms)
NAMAYA Doreen(Ms)
NAMATOVU Doreen(Ms)
NAMAYEGA Fazrierra(Ms)
NAMIREMBE Latavis Jade(Ms)
NAMULEME Monique(Ms)
NAMUTEBI Lilian(Ms)
NAMUWENGYE Joyceleen(Ms)
NANTEZA Moreen(Ms)
NATUKUNDA Avin(Ms)
NNANSUBUGA Kawuthararh(Ms)
NOMWESIGWA Moses
NSUBUGA Edward
NTAMBI Samson
NUWAMANYA Julius
NYAKOOJO Oscar Kamanyire
NYANGOMA Twesigye Ethel(Ms)
OCHALA Patrick Odwee
OCHWEE Anita(Ms)
OKOT Mark
OKURUT Julius Aloka
OMOLO Joseph
PINYOLOYA Pamela(Ms)
RUTARO Abel
RWAGWERI Job
SAMEER Wali
SIFUNA Simon
SSALI Samuel
SSEBUGALA James
SSEKITTO Kalule Emmanuel
SSENFUKA Ashiraf

SSOZI Michael
TUMWEBAZE Francis
TURYASINGURA Edward
TURYASINGURA Kerescent
TWESIME Annitah(Ms)
TWETEISE Martin
WABWIRE Wagner Wandera N
WAFULA Kata Phillip
WALUSA Daphine(Ms)

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Architecture

HUMURA Rachel(Ms)
KAGAZI Andrew Kaita
KAGOYA Clara(Ms)
KAMOGA Eric Lynn
KIGGUNDU Frank Lawrence
KITUMBA John Mary(Ms)
MUGISHA Katuku
MUTABAZI Peter
MWESIGWA Allan
NAGGINDA Brenda Ruth(Ms)
NDAWULA Mubalaka
NSAMBA Daniel
NSEREKO Cyrus
RUKUNDO Josepht
SEKITAYIRA Raymond Steven
SENTAMU Kayanja Lawrence
SSEMMANDA Richard
SESANGA Samuel Peter
SUUNA Piuss Allan
VVUBYA Emmanuel
WAMONO Robinson

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Land Economics

AKANDINDA Joel
AKUMU Kevin(Ms)
ASANYO Regina(Ms)
ATUSSIMIGIRE Gilbert
ATWUIJKIRE Racheal(Ms)
BYARUGANGA Louis Roy
KABIGUMIRE Fosta Rwafasab
KALASI Moses
KAMUGISHA Pearl(Ms)
KASASIRA Muntu Belaye
KASIRIVU Jeremiah
KAYIGI Muzafaru
KEMIGISHA Enid(Ms)
LUGO Denis
LUMU Alvin
MANZI Benjamin
MBANAGEW Stephen
MUGABI Godfrey
MUWONGE Raphael
NABIRYE Hellen(Ms)
NAKIMPI Regina(Ms)
NAMUSOKE Rosalyn Nabayunga(Ms)

KABAHUMA Florence(Ms)
KAGGW'A Dennis
KANGAVE Sharif
KARUNGI Marvin
KASOZI Frank
KEMIREMBE Annet(Ms)
KIBUUKA Madathi Jamada
KYAKUHA Annet(Ms)
LATAYA Aloysius
MAFABI Misaki
MAYENGO Nuhu
NABUMA Shamilla(Ms)
NASKULIRE Rose Mary(Ms)
NAKIMERA Angelia Enid(Ms)
NKKAZI Angela(Ms)
NANYUNJA Nabira(Ms)
NASIRUMBI Emily(Ms)
OCITI Felix
RAMADAN Noah
SITENDA Nicodemus Magulu
SSEREUMI Bruce
SSERWANGA Joseph

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Urban and Regional Planning

ANYANGO Chantal(Ms)
ARUBAKU Christopher
ATUHAIRWE Murungi(Ms)
BULENZA Sirezi Mulezi
BWOMEZI Gideon
BYAKUTAGA Albert
ETURA Ambrose
The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Bachelor of Science in Land Surveying and Geomatics**

- NANGENDO Sandra (Ms)
- NANSEREKO Josephine (Ms)
- NASSOZI Mariagrace (Ms)
- OCEN Brian Jogo
- OKOT Vincent
- SENYONDO Vincent
- TAAKA Patience Lucy (Ms)
- WAIBI Jeremiah

- AGABA Antonio
- AGUTI Scovia (Ms)
- AHBWE Bruno
- AKAMPA Amanda Tracy (Ms)
- AKANDWANAHO Harrison
- AKECH Esther Caroline (Ms)
- AKULLU Sarah Emuna (Ms)
- ASASIRA Amili
- BAKASEBWA Roy (Ms)
- BAZALAKI Idi Wanyama
- BEMIGISA Remon
- BESIGYE Joseph
- GIDUDU Ivan
- KABUUKA Catherine (Ms)
- KAMUGISHA Fenando
- KAYONDO Abubakare
- KIZA Isaac
- KISUULE Daphine Veronica (Ms)
- KIYENGA Charles Bbosa
- KIYINJA Godfrey
- KIZITO James
- KWESIGA Ronald
- LUWEEKA Benjamin
- LUWUKYA Emmanuel
- LUYIMA Marvin Mugagga
- MATABI David
- MUBIRI Ibrahim
- MUHANGI Nue Aha
- MULUMBA Grace
- MUYIZERE Rodgers
- MUZOORA Turyamuhaki Derrick
- NABIRYE Emma (Ms)
- NANNJUKI Stephanie M (Ms)
- NKUSI Karen (Ms)
- NUWAMANYA Festus
- NYAKANA Ivan
- OCHIENG David James
- OMUT Allan
- SEMAYENGO Paul
- SESEBUNNYA Robert
- SEGIRINYA Allan
- SSEMIPIJA Edgar
- SENDEGE Andrew
- WAMANI Denis

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Bachelor of Science in Construction Management**

- ACHENG Miriam (Ms)
- AGUMENEITWE Deborah (Ms)
- ALINDA David
- ALINDA Martina (Ms)
- ARINAITWE Brian
- ASIMWE Dorcus (Ms)
- ASINGWIRE Alvin
- AUMA Clare (Ms)
- AYEBARE Rita Mugunya (Ms)
- BANALYA Umarru
- EDEBUA Jerry
- EGOR Eleazar
- EMODU Nathan
- GUMA Tayebwa Richard
- GYAVIIRA Roy Luwandagga
- KAFAMBE Lazarus Raymond
- KALYESUBULA Stephen
- KINTU Dickson
- KYAMBADDE Yusuf
- KYARISIMA Marion (Ms)
- LUWAGA Solomon
- MPEIRWE Edward Alex
- MUGABE Ivan Sebastian
- MUHINDU Gilbert
- MUHUMUZA Hillary
- MUKHEREA Ramathan
- MUKULULU Moses
- MWANJE Najibu
- NAMUSISI Lillian (Ms)
- NIMUKAMA Probuse
- NUWAGABA Ivan
- NYAKAHUMA Elijah
- OKURUT Henry Kedi
- OMOJONG Stephen
- OSIRE Gabriel
- OTIM Tony
- SABITI Joel
- SEKIBAMU Joseph
- SENDYONA Alex
- SSERUBBO Andrew
- WAFULA Taaka Dorine (Ms)
- WATABA Samuel Tusiime

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the

**Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering**

- ACHENG Miriam (Ms)
- AGUMENEITWE Deborah (Ms)
- ALINDA David
- ALINDA Martina (Ms)
- ARINAITWE Brian
- ASIMWE Dorcus (Ms)
- ASINGWIRE Alvin
- AUMA Clare (Ms)
- AYEBARE Rita Mugunya (Ms)
- BANALYA Umarru
- EDEBUA Jerry
- EGOR Eleazar
- EMODU Nathan
- GUMA Tayebwa Richard
- GYAVIIRA Roy Luwandagga
- KAFAMBE Lazarus Raymond
- KALYESUBULA Stephen
- KINTU Dickson
- KYAMBADDE Yusuf
- KYARISIMA Marion (Ms)
- LUWAGA Solomon
- MPEIRWE Edward Alex
- MUGABE Ivan Sebastian
- MUHINDU Gilbert
- MUHUMUZA Hillary
- MUKHEREA Ramathan
- MUKULULU Moses
- MWANJE Najibu
- NAMUSISI Lillian (Ms)
- NIMUKAMA Probuse
- NUWAGABA Ivan
- NYAKAHUMA Elijah
- OKURUT Henry Kedi
- OMOJONG Stephen
- OSIRE Gabriel
- OTIM Tony
- SABITI Joel
- SEKIBAMU Joseph
- SENDYONA Alex
- SSERUBBO Andrew
- WAFULA Taaka Dorine (Ms)
- WATABA Samuel Tusiime
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Telecommunications Engineering

ADENYA Phili Paul
AMODOI Getrude(Ms)
ARINAITWE Brian Francis
DAMBA Elisha
EBIJU Fabian Dickens
EGARU Edmond
GALIWANGO Simon Peter
KATAMBA George
KATEREUGGA George William
KATO Raymond
KATUSIME Maria Assumpta(Ms)
KENEKA Kenedy
KIBALAMA Isaac Stephen
KIBUUKA Sewaguddde Ronald
KWIKIRIZA Samson
KYALIGONZA Derrick
KYANKYA Guyina Kaamu
KYOMUHENDO Agness(Ms)
LWANGA Abel
MAKABUGO Fahad
MONO Alex
MUKIBI Fauzi
MUTUNGI Edson
NABBANJA Christine(Ms)
NAGABA Patience(Ms)
NAKALYANGO Aisha(Ms)
NAKANDI Zainabu Mahmoud(Ms)
NAKANWAGI Joan(Ms)
NAMAYALO Joanita(Ms)
NAYEBARE Juliana(Ms)
NYONIZIWA Alex
NUWAGABA Keneth
NUWAGIRA Robert
NYANGOMA Margret Murungi(Ms)
OCAKA Alfred
OKIA Eric
OMARE Orena Vincent
ONYANGO Tom Oloo
OTEKAT Emmanuel Heskey
PITIA Simon Peter Lesuk
SAAKUY Issa
SCARD Albert
SSSENTONGO Pius
TABU Derrick
TUMWEBAZE Philip
TWEHEYO Aggrey
WADDIMBA David
WAISWA Kenneth
WAJEKA Allan Christopher

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

AKAMPURIRA Arthur
AKUGIZIBWE Victor
ALINAITWE Rogers
AMANYA Johnson
AMPUMUZA Brian
ANYAMA Joel Kasole
ASIIMWE Nicholas
ATUHEISE Catherine(Ms)
BAKIIKA Francis
BATARINGAYA Bahebwa Emmanuel
BUSUNGWE Jonathan
JAGWEO Pius
KANAKULYA Jameson
KASAJJA Muyala Frank
KASULE Ali
KATENDE Bruno
KHAINZA Suzan Joan(Ms)
KISEKKA Bashir
KISITU Deogratius
KYASIMIRE Ronald
LUYINDA Mugagga
MBUSA Chrispus
MUBATSJ Ndungo Joard
MUGABI Julius
MUGAIGA Enock
MUGEMA Tom
MUGUME Rogers
MUSASIZI Enock
MUTABAZI Gideon
MUTEBI Julius
MUTEBI Ronald
MUWANGUZI James
NAYANNA Philomera(Ms)
NAYAJOLO Sandra Angelica(Ms)
NAYONDO Maria Goreth Eva(Ms)
NSIMENTA Jimmy
NUWEMATSIKO Chrisistem
ODEKE Steven
ODUOR Duncan Omond
OKWANY Emmanuel Oker
ONYANGO Josephat Were
OWOYESIWA Medard
SEGUJA Henry
SEKABIRA Joshua
SSEVUME Isaiah

TAMUKEDDE Maurice
TUMUHIRWE Nicholas
WERIKHE Willy Allan
WONIALA Arthur

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Quantity Surveying

AHEIRWE Anita(Ms)
ARINAITWE Cosmas
ASIIMWE Felix
ATUHIRE Bruce Otunga
ATUKUNDYA Linnet(Ms)
ATWIINE Rative(Ms)
AYEBALE Joseph
BUKIRWA Winnie(Ms)
BUSINGYE Gerald
BYAMUGISHA Expedito
DDUMBA Derrick Arthur
GGOOBI Mark Gabriel
KABAHENDA Elizabeth(Ms)
KABAMBWE Jacob
KALULE Kagga Enock
KANYESIGYE Martin
KATUMBA Kennedy
KIGGUDDE Deogratius
KIZIKZE Joab
KLIISA Bill Benon
KYOKUSHABA Joreen(Ms)
LUBAJO Ceasar Ronald
LULE Timothy Musisi
LUTAAAYA Ali
MATEKA Gilbert
MATOVU Daniel
MAYOMBWE Moses
MUHANGUZI Godwin
MUKAMA Mary Kezia Wairimu(Ms)
MUNGUCI Brenda(Ms)
MUTEBI Richard
MWEBEMBEZI Boris
NAKYAZIRA Moreen Kalule(Ms)
NAMARA Allan Monday
NAMATA Daphne(Ms)
NANKOMA Constance(Ms)
NANKUNDA Charity(Ms)
NANTUMBWE Cynthia(Ms)
NIYIGABA Derrick
NKONO Ahamed
NKUBA Stuart Junior
NKWASIBWE Edgar
NTALE Wilson
NUWASASIRA Samuel
OGEN Francis
OUTA Livingstone
RWENDEIRE Richard
SABINI Martin
SEMWANGA Steven
TENYWA Charles
TIBEJUKA Blaise
TUYIKUZE Alex
WAIBI Coneleoue

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

ABAHO Tyson
AINEBYONA Marvin
AINOMUJINI Solomy(Ms)
ANGUZU Dancan
ARYANYIUKA Oden
ASABA Natasha(Ms)
ASHABA Tinah(Ms)
ASIIMWE Clare(Ms)
ATTO Byaruhanga Edmond
BADRIKU Eugene Noel
BAGUMA Fred
BAWUBYA Deborah Jenifer(Ms)
BIRUNGI Brian
BUZA Ogume Edgar Liberty
DDAMULIRA Patrick Hezekiah
EDENYU Arthur
GUMA George William
IBUDI Samuel Innocent
IKIAI Joyce(Ms)
INGABIRE Peace(Ms)
IRUMBA Oscar
JUMBA Henry
KABWAMA Leonald Alvin
KAGGA John
KALIISA Thatcher Maureen(Ms)
KALUNGI Paul
KATALIHW NDISSIS
KAWESI Dennis
KISIRISA Solome
KIYEGA Raymond Paul
KIZZA Cosma

KWESIGA Kevin Isaac B
KYAGULANYI Abubaker
KYEYUNE Noah
LEKU Roy
LOMILO Calvin Dowan
LUBERENGA Francis
LWALANDA Richard Kizito
LWANGA Julius Ceasar
MAKUMBI Edward
MIIRO Musa
MUBIRU Frank
MUGYENI Joel
MUHEKI Medrine(Ms)
MUHWEZI Norman
MUKALAZI Jimmy
MUKAMUSONI Robinah(Ms)
MUSINGUZI Joab
MUYINGA Michael Mukisa
MWANJE Haruna
MWESIGYE Godwin Tayebwa
NABUKENYA Firdaus(Ms)
NAFULA Grace Manjeri(Ms)
NAKWANYI Bridget(Ms)
NALUBEGA Cecilia Caroline(Ms)
NAMBAFU Justine(Ms)
NAMPUMUZA Aiden
NANSAMBA Salmah(Ms)
NATUKUNDA Raymond Lucky
NDUKAYO Zamba
NUWAMANYA Innocent
NUWAMANYA N Grace
NUWASASIRA Marion(Ms)
NYAMUTALE Allan Abraham
OKETCHO Timothy
OLOISHORUA Eric Katitia
OLWEDO Francis
ONEN Denis
RACKARA Bismark Richard
SEKITTO Nuldin
SEMUKUTA Anita Sheilla(Ms)
SEMANGA Martin Japheth
SEREMBA Nekemeya Edward
SEWANGI Peter
SSEKABIRA Goefrey
SSESOLO Gadafi Sulaiman
TEBUSWEKE Derrick
TENYWA Henry
TUSHABE Catherine(Ms)
TUSSIIME Julius
TUSUBIRA David Sunday
TWONGIRWE Michael
WALULYA Douglas

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

ADOYO Evans Ouma
ADRIKO Kennedy
ADUKA Gasper
AMPA Sheila Secret(Ms)
ANYAIT Winniefred(Ms)
ASIIMWE Edwin
ATENGO Pauline(Ms)
AYEBARE Hope Brenda(Ms)
AYINGENEYE Francine(Ms)
BASANGWA Dinah(Ms)
BITANGAAZA Ayorekirwe
BUHEWEZI Bradley
BWIZA Elizabeth Noryn(Ms)
BYANGUYE Ivan
BYARUGABA Muzamilu
BYARUHANGA Kiiza Donati
DUSHIME Clare Nsenga(Ms)
KADDU Joseph
KAGODO Michael
KAMBABAZI Anita Iwimana(Ms)
KANSIIME Martin
KASULE Joseph
KASUMBA Denis
KENGYEYO Janet(Ms)
KIBIRA Collins
KIGOZI Joseph
KIMBOWA Sharif
KIMULI Emmanuel
KISAKYE Dauglas
KUTEESA Ferdinand
KYALISIMA Charles
LOIKI John Mark
LUKANGA James
LUKWAGO Mark
LUSWATA Elvis
LUWAMBO Kayiwa Jonathan
MBIGO Nicholas
MENDELA Josephine(Ms)
MPABAI SI Tom Tomson
MUHINDO Micheal
MULAMBUIZI Ronald
MULIRA Alex Ssenyondo
MUSIIMENTA Innocent
MUSINGUZI Emanuel
MUTAMB A Brian
MWANJE Edmond
MWESIGWA Isaac
MWINE Musa
MWORYEM Bill
NABWETEME Marianne(Ms)
NAJUNA James
NAKALANZI Lindah(Ms)
NALUBAALE Maureen(Ms)
NALUWOOZA Diannah(Ms)
NAMUGAYA Rose(Ms)
NAMULINDWA Stella(Ms)
NANTEZA Joseline(Ms)
NANTUME Racheal Margaret(Ms)
NABAASIRA Colline
NGOBI Nicolas
NIVITEGEKA Rehema(Ms)
NSEREKO Ivan
NUSURA Greenlight(Ms)
NUWAMANYA Brian
NUWENYESIGA Dean
OGWEZE Isaac
OPIO Kenneth
OPIO Rogers
ORACHE Denis
ORYEMA Arnold
OTEMA Solomon Gabriel
SANYA Emmanuel
SEMAHORO Allan
SENYONJO Solomon
SEVUME Allan
SEEKERINYA Lwanga Charles
SSERWADDA Charles
SSEWAJJE Hassan
SSONKO Emmanuel
SSONKO Isaiah Katwere
SSOZI Ssesanga Mahad
SUNDAY Benjamin
TIMBE Joseph Bwayo
TUMWESIGE Stephen
TURYAREMERA Silver
TUSIME Albert
TWONGYEIREWE Rogers
WALUSIMBI Robert
WAMBOGA Abraham
WANJI Kiram Gacinah
WANYAMA Zevirio

ABARIBABARIHO George
AGABA Ezra
AJUNA Kareem
AKAMPURIRA Arnold
AKATUKUNDA Pearl Humura(Ms)
AKECH Carolyn(Ms)
AKOTH Nina Josephine(Ms)
AMONGIN Mary(Ms)
AMPUMZA Stella(Ms)
AMULO Keturah(Ms)
ANI Kiku Boniface
ARACH Joan Dorcus(Ms)
ASEKENYE Catherine(Ms)
ASIMIRE Priscillah(Ms)
ASIIMWE Ronald
ATIBU Saidi
ATWIJKIRE Obed
BAALIBAGHYA Damalie(Ms)
BABIRYE Angella Joloba(Ms)
BALAMAZE David
BAMUWAYIRA Elton Gideon
BASA JIAKITALO Nathan
BUSIKU Shallon(Ms)
BYONONA Moreen(Ms)
CHEGE Waithiria Jane(Ms)
CHEPTOEK Recho(Ms)
JASPER Godwin
JUMBA Patrick
KABIIRA Maureen(Ms)
KADUNGU Rogers
KAGORO N Prossy(Ms)
KAKURU Ronald
KALEMA Brian
KALIBA Derrick
KANWAGI Lawrence
KAPRUKA Anthony
KARANJA Ednah Wamaiita(Ms)
KATO Paul
KATONGOLE Jimmy
KATUSHABE Esther Shalom(Ms)
KAZIBWE Bashil
KEMIGHISA Ketra(Ms)
KEMIGHISA Linda Prudence(Ms)
KIBETENGWA Maureen(Ms)
KIBUUKA James Lutalo
KINAWA James
KIPKOECH Kiprono Edwin
KIRYA Colline
KIRYE William
KISA Ritah Lydia(Ms)
KIWANUKA Paul
KIZZA Vicent
KOBUGABE Ruth(Ms)

KOBUSINGGYE Oliva Guma(Ms)
KUGONZA Jackson
KULE Necton
KWAMBOKA Brenda Nyabote(Ms)
KYALISIIMA Bridget(Ms)
KYAMBADDE Joseph
KYEBALINZE Shalon(Ms)
KYOUMUKUNDI Sylvia(Ms)
LABAN Lwasa
LAMUSA Joel Julius
LUBEGA Gerald
LUCIUS B Mrope
LWANGA Alvin
MAGEZI Taban
MAHORO Shillah(Ms)
MBOGO Emwe Simon
MICHAEL Malek Abot
MOSES Robert
MUGWANGA Onesimus
MUGWANYA Mwambala Michael
MUHAMED Muhamud
MUHEREZA Callist
MUKWAYA Nassar
MUKYALA Ritah(Ms)
MULONGO Peter
MURUNGI Anna(Ms)
MUSINGUZI Alex
MUSOKE Andrew Simon
MWACHOO M Stanley
MWANGA Saluwu(Ms)
MWENDWA C. Vivianne(Ms)
NABBOWA Kevin Vallerian(Ms)
NABIRUBBU Christine(Ms)
NABIRYO Parvin(Ms)
NABUKWASI Linnet(Ms)
NABUKWASI Rosemary(Ms)
NABULINDO Juliet(Ms)
NAGAWA Aisha(Ms)
NAGAWA Beatrice(Ms)
NAGAWA Hanifa(Ms)
NAGAYI Brenda(Ms)
NAGITTA Joan(Ms)
NAIGA Hajara(Ms)
NAKABUYE Rebecca(Ms)
NAKALEMA Florence(Ms)
NAKALEMBE Leah(Ms)
NAKANDI Aminah(Ms)
NAKATE Juliet(Ms)
NAKAWESI Linda(Ms)
NAKAZZI Sharon(Ms)
NAKIBUUJE Miriam(Ms)
NAKIMBUGWE Jacent(Ms)
NAKYANZI Halimah(Ms)
NALUGYA Fatumah(Ms)  
NALUWEMBE Doreen(Ms)  
NALWADDA Vivian(Ms)  
NALWOGA Ester(Ms)  
NAMAGEMBE Topistar(Ms)  
NAMAKULA Proscovia(Ms)  
NAMANDA Winfred(Ms)  
NAMAZZI Brenda(Ms)  
NAMIRIGE Irene(Ms)  
NAMBOGWE Eva(Ms)  
NAMMANDA Ivan  
NAMUKASA Janet(Ms)  
NAMULEGA Rachael Mayemba(Ms)  
NAMULINDWA Aidah(Ms)  
NAMUTEBI Angella  
NANTEZA Joweria(Ms)  
NANTONGO Gloria(Ms)  
NANVUMA Betty(Ms)  
NANYUNJA Angel(Ms)  
NASOZI Hadijiah(Ms)  
NASSUNA Sharifa(Ms)  
NDAGIRE Maureen(Ms)  
NDYAHABWE Winnie(Ms)  
NGOBI Ronald  
NGOIZI Annet(Ms)  
NIWATAHO Coleb  
NKURUNZIZA James  
NKWANGA Ibrahim Kizza  
NNALEBEGA Sharon(Ms)  
NUWAGIRA Duncun  
NYAMUNGU Faith(Ms)  
NYOMBI Joseph  
ODONGKARA Felix  
ODYEK Fred  
OJOK Raymond  
ONYANGO Lucius  
RAY Rupiny  
RWECHUNGURA Anneiileth(Ms)  
SANYU Aisha(Ms)  
SSEBAGALA Jason  
SSEBYATIKA Patrick  
SSEGAWA Mark Anthony  
SSEKABIRA Pius  
SSEMUKUYE Timothy  
SENENONGA Jacob Israel  
SESEWAJE Kenneth  
TENYWA Hussein  
TINDYEBA Rosette(Ms)  
TUKAMUHABWA Ronald  
TUMUHIMBISE Victor  
TUSHABOMWE Ambrose  
TWIKIRIZE Cate(Ms)  
TWIKIRIZE Doreen(Ms)  
WAMBOKO Henry  
WAMUNDU Eric  
WANGUBO Shalif Kutuusa  
WASHABA Ruth(Ms)  
ZAWEDDE Gorret(Ms)  
The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Medical Education  
AKUGIZIBWE Herbert  
AKUMA Joseph  
AKWANGA Jackson  
APIO Jane Margret (Ms)  
ATIM Grace (Ms)  
ATINO Florence Okello(Ms)  
AVAKO Jolly Dezu Esther (Ms)  
AYOT Grace Patricia (Ms)  
BALUKU Yosiah  
BAYO James Endiyo  
BIREZA David  
BYABAGAMBI Josephat Moses  
CHELIMO Justine(Ms)  
DDANGI Ronald  
ENZAMA Bernard Alumniyo  
EWATU Charles  
GALINGIRIRE James  
HANABA Benard  
ICHULET Getrud(e(Ms)  
KABAZA Jackson  
KABOGGOZA Johnson Junior  
KAKURU Giet Bitirihoro(Ms)  
KALEGERE Sylvia(Ms)  
KALINAKI Hajira(Ms)  
KASOWOLE Florence(Ms)  
KATEME Norah(Ms)  
KATUSABE Agnes(Ms)  
KATUSABE Jackline(Ms)  
KHAINZA Susan Rose Kimono(Ms)  
KOBUYONJO Scovia(Ms)  
KOMUHENDO Kate(Ms)  
KYARISIMA Catherine(Ms)  
KYOMPAIRE Patience(Ms)  
MITI Fred  
MUBIRU Ronald  
MUGALA Manjeri(Ms)  
MUHINDO David  
MUHINDO Maxim  
MUTUMBA Abraham Kayongo  
MWEBAZA Edith(Ms)  
NABIMANYA Tananzio  
NABWIRE Anna Mary(Ms)  
NAKAGGWA Agnes(Ms)  
NAKASOLYA Juliet (sr) (Ms)  
NAKAWESI Susan(Ms)  
NALWEYISO Rosemary (Ms)  
NAMAGANDA Sarah(Ms)  
NAMAKULA Gertrude(Ms)  
NAMIGADDE Christine(Ms)  
NAMITEGO Juliet (Ms)  
NATAMBA Christine (Ms)  
NDIBALEKERA Annette (Ms)  
NDIKUNO Norman  
NGONO Moses Wasige  
NKWASIBWE Aullaht (Ms)  
NNANNNYANZI Claire (Ms)  
NZAMUNGANYIKI Denis  
OGITTI Christopher  
OKERA Moses  
OMONA Thomas  
ORYEMA Victor Edwin  
TERIMUKA Gertrude (Ms)  
TOPINY Geoffrey Onyutta  
WANDEKA Joyce Wamakote (Ms)  
WANGODA Micheal  
WASSWA Amos  

The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Science with Education  
ABAASA Tarinyeba(Ms)  
ABAHO Emmanuel  
ABWANGO Andrew  
AGABA Gladys Sarah(Ms)  
AHIMBISIBWE Moreen(Ms)  
ALOYO Resty Mercy(Ms)  
AMBASSADOR Osbert  
AMOOTI Brian Wobusobizi  
ATUKWASE Alex  
AYEBARE Gloria(Ms)  
AYEBARE Merab(Ms)  
BAKUNDA George  
BALINYA Lincon  
BATARINGAYA Egidio  
BESIGA Goodluck  
BISASO Moses  
BISOBORWA Ibrahim  
BIZIMANA Abel  
BUGEMBE Noah  
BUSULWA Derrick  
CHUCHU Wamala
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAMONY Ratip</td>
<td>MUKWAYA Joseph</td>
<td>SSEGAWA Sudaisi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GABAGAYA Loy(Ms)</td>
<td>MULISA Brian</td>
<td>SSEKKUBO Godfrey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIMEI Ivan</td>
<td>MUSASIZI Stephen</td>
<td>SSEMAKADDE James</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GINGO David</td>
<td>MUSOKE Pinto</td>
<td>SSEMANDA Ashiraf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOLOBA Reagan</td>
<td>MUTEBI Saama</td>
<td>SSEMOWGERERE Charles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAGGWAA Jackson</td>
<td>MUWANGUZI Samuel</td>
<td>SSENDEGEYA Jerome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAKANDE Keneth</td>
<td>MUYANJA Andrew</td>
<td>SSENDIWALA Gerald</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAKEETO John Allan</td>
<td>MWA Francis</td>
<td>SSENJAAWO Wilberforce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALEMA Phillemon</td>
<td>MWANGA Charles</td>
<td>SSENNOZI George</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALEMBE Doreen Kibuule(Ms)</td>
<td>MWASE John</td>
<td>SSERUGO Enock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALKIKANDI Micheal</td>
<td>MWESIGE Frank</td>
<td>SSESANGA Paul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAMULEGEYA Sulaiman</td>
<td>NABBOASA Joanita(Ms)</td>
<td>TEBANDEKE Joseph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASHAJUA Denis</td>
<td>NABUKENYA Angelia(Ms)</td>
<td>TUHUMWIRE Richard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KATENDE Sharif</td>
<td>NAFULA Sharon(Ms)</td>
<td>TUKAMUHEBWA Wilber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KATO Robert</td>
<td>NAHURIRA Dan</td>
<td>TULIRINYA John</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KATUSIIME Vereriya(Ms)</td>
<td>NAJUMA Sharoop(Ms)</td>
<td>TUMWINE Godwin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAWANGUZI William</td>
<td>NAKABAZZI Annet(Ms)</td>
<td>TURIHOAHABWE Ronald</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAEWEESI Mark</td>
<td>NAKAGGWA Jane(Ms)</td>
<td>TURYAHABWA Darius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAWOOGA George William</td>
<td>NAKKANDE Jamilah(Ms)</td>
<td>TURYAHEBWA Herbert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAYONGO Tito</td>
<td>NAKANWAGI Specioza(Ms)</td>
<td>TURYAMUREEBA Bruce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAYUMBA Muzafalu</td>
<td>NAKAZZI Aisha(Ms)</td>
<td>WAGUWENDA Livingstone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIGENYI Reagan</td>
<td>NAKIBONEKA Oliver(Ms)</td>
<td>WAISWA Caxton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIMULI Patrick</td>
<td>NAKIBUUKA Najibah(Ms)</td>
<td>WAMBIJI Sande Brian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KISINDE Fred</td>
<td>NAKIRYA Rehema(Ms)</td>
<td>WAVEYO Josephine(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KISUBI Nelson</td>
<td>NAKKU Gorret(Ms)</td>
<td>WEGULO Mariam(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIWAFOU Mathias</td>
<td>NALUUMA Joyce Bimugwana(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIWANUKA Nelson</td>
<td>NALUYIMA Deborah Tendo(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIYINGI Mark Marvin</td>
<td>NAMIRO Cissy(Ms)</td>
<td>ZAWEDDE Imelda(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOBUSINGYE Unity(Ms)</td>
<td>NASASIRA Eliod</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KULE Joshua</td>
<td>NASSUR Karim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KUSASIRA Derrick</td>
<td>NATUHWERA Merolyne(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KWIKIRIZA Hilda(Ms)</td>
<td>NEKESA Diana(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUBEBA Antony</td>
<td>NEMWA Sharon(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUBEBA Kenneth</td>
<td>NIMUSIIMA Daphine(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUNGA Ivan</td>
<td>NINSHABA Hassan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWANGA Alex</td>
<td>NIKESIGA Viviana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHIRWE Jovani(Ms)</td>
<td>NKRUNDIZA Rodgers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASHANI Diken</td>
<td>NUWABINE Andrew</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATOVU Michael Mirimo</td>
<td>NZIRABANTU Mikidad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAWANDA Denis</td>
<td>ODONGO Silver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAYANJA Joseph</td>
<td>OKALEBO Innocent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIBALA James</td>
<td>OKECH Noah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONDO Baronne Collins</td>
<td>OKIRU Valentine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPAATA Ernest</td>
<td>OKUMU Okello Rogers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUDUKU Ivan</td>
<td>ONJIYA Kasifah(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUGABE Christopher</td>
<td>OWEMBABAZI Paul</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUGABE Dathan</td>
<td>OWINYI Fred</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUGERWA Adrian</td>
<td>OWOR Eddy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUGERWA Charles</td>
<td>SEBAYA Jama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUHOOZI Emmanuel</td>
<td>SEMANDA William</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUKALAZI Richard</td>
<td>SIGIRA Benard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUKISA Isaac</td>
<td>SSALI Hamza</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUKUTUZA Vicent</td>
<td>SSEBAGALA Wilson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ATANGA Andrew
ATINO Margaret(Ms)
AWORI Lillian(Ms)
AYAA Innocent Hope(Ms)
BALAMUSANI Allan
BALIDAWA Ronald Micheal
BASHINYOOKA Henry
BBOSA Anthony
BIIRA Harriet(Ms)
BIRUNGJI Mariat(Ms)
BITHUM Cyeline(Ms)
BITHUM Robert
BITUUFU Joshua
BUSUULWA Chrysostom
CANDIA Edward
DRLERU Catherine(Ms)
EJANG Dorcus(Ms)
EKAJU Mathew
EZUA Elly Baako
HABIMAANA Alexander
IJUKA Nicholus
ISABIRYE Boaz
KAFUUMA Kuteesa Brian
KAGABA Samuel Joshua
KAIJANKYA Siraji
KAJUBI Johnson
KAKAIRE Noah Paul
KAKINDA Michael Owen
KAKURU John Bosco
KALINDA Ephlaim
KAMARA Oliver Nyakake(Ms)
KAPISA Fred Micky
KARWANI Israel
KATABAZI Nicholas
KatANA Maimunah(Ms)
KATAWO Noah
KAWERE Paul
KEMIGISA Teddy Mugisa(Ms)
KHISA Zololina Kiyende(Ms)
KIBERE Denis
KINENE Stephen
KURANGA Peter Kuloba
KYARISIMA Peace(Ms)
LUBOWA Nusaiba(Ms)
LUBUGA Stella(Ms)
LUKWAGO Mikidad
MAUNDU Jane Kasive(Ms)
MIRIA Pascal
MUCHWA Komugisa Stella(Ms)
MUFUMBIRO Bekyengyesa Apollo
MUGABEKAZI Winfred(Ms)
MUGABULA Martin
MUGOYA Robert
MUNJUNI Elias
MUKISA John
MUKISA Sanon
MUKUNYA Solomon
MULINDWA Sauya Nakasi(Ms)
MULOKI John
MUSISI Isma
MUTAKA Esauw
MUTEGHEKI James
MUZZANGANDA John
MWESIGWA Dick
MWEOGERERE Rose(Ms)
NABATANZI Ritah(Ms)
NABATANZI Ruth(Ms)
NABENDE Rogers Wabuyi
NABIRYE Suzan(Ms)
NABIRYE Zaam(Ms)
NABUKEREA Prim Rosemary(Ms)
NABIWIRE Dorothy(Ms)
NACHA Lillian Scotty(Ms)
NAGAWA Immaculate(Ms)
NAKAMI Rose Ogonji(Ms)
NAKASANGO Joy(Ms)
NALWADDA Jane Kasagazi(Ms)
NALWADDA Prossy(Ms)
NAMALE Jane(Ms)
NAMBUYA Mary(Ms)
NAMULINDA Margret(Ms)
NANDAWULA Nkata Agnes(Ms)
NANDERA Dorothy(Ms)
NANDHEGO Sarah(Ms)
NANKILE Justine(Ms)
NANSUBUGA Cate(Ms)
NANTALE Mildred Faith(Ms)
NANYONGA Ruth(Ms)
NASSUUNA Eva(Ms)
NATAMBA Christine(Ms)
NATAMBA Jemimah(Ms)
NATTOOLO Oliver(Ms)
NATUMANYA Edmand
NDANDA Gilbert Bwire
NGIRE Tom
NINSIIMA Patience(Ms)
NSEREKO Messach
NSUBUGA Andrew
NTUYO Ronald
OBARI Paul
OBONYO Moses
OBOTH Julius
ODEYA John Chrisostom
ODONG Fildermary(Ms)
ODONGO Moses Morris
OGARIRO Stanley
OGIKI Benard
OGWANG Johnson
OGWANG Moses
OJOK Richard
OJULE Maccarious
OKALEBO George Emmanuel
OKELLO David Okiya
OKELLO Deogracious
OKELLO Justine
OKOTH Isaac
OKUNI James
OKWANG John Paul
ONENCHAN Kizito
ONGWARA Moses
ONYANGO Simon
OOLA Martine
OTIM Charles Peter
OYANGA Emmanuel
OYELLA Joska Oringa(Ms)
RWAKAIRU Charles
SABITI Kenneth
SAMANYA Rogers Byaba
SEBATT A Jonathan Mwebaza
SEMBATYA Ronald
SEMPUNGU Hebert
SENYONJO Musa Musa
SSEBIDDE Ammx
SSEMBALIRWA Zachaues
SSERUGO James Moses
SSERUGO Patrick
SSEWANKAMBO Solomon
TABO Patrick
TASIMYE Teopista(Ms)
TENYWA Alimansi
THEMBO Salatieryi
TSETEKI David
TUGUME Benjamin
TUHAISE Joviah(Ms)
TUMUSIME Richard
TUMWIJKYE Amon Barigye
TURIGYE Furgson
TUSABE Kateera Beatrice(Ms)
TUSHABE Justine(Ms)
TUSHIME Mercy(Ms)
WAFULA Fred
WAISWA Henry
WALYAMBOKA Kezia(Ms)
WAMANGA Vincent
WANDERA David
WANZALA Paul
WAPAALI Ivan
The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Adult and Community Education

AANYU Faith Beatrice(Ms)
ABOTH Oliver(Ms)
ACEN Juliana(Ms)
ACHENG Gifty Rhoda(Ms)
ACOLA Gloria(Ms)
ADUPA Gregory
AGABA Mark
AGUMENAITWE Praise(Ms)
AGUTA Raymond
AINEMBABAZI Olivia(Ms)
AINOMUGISHA Faith(Ms)
AKANKUNDA Patricia(Ms)
AKANKWASA Halid
AKIOROR Sarah(Ms)
AKITE Sandra(Ms)
AKOL Bernadette(Ms)
AKOL Jovia(Ms)
AKOL Lornah Frida(Ms)
AKUMU Rachael(Ms)
AKWARE Racheal(Ms)
ALABA Betty(Ms)
ALEO Everline(Ms)
ALINAITWE Patience(Ms)
AMANYIRE Celia Charity(Ms)
AMESO Agnes(Ms)
AMOJONG Grace(Ms)
AMUGE Barbra Catherine(Ms)
AMUGE Mercy(Ms)
ANEMO Joanita(Ms)
ANYOVI Denise
ARINDA Maurice
ASIMWE Daisy(Ms)
ASIMWE Lenny(Ms)
ATAYO Fiona(Ms)
ATUGONZA Doreen(Ms)
ATUHAIRE Charity(Ms)
ATUHAIRWE Trevor
ATURINDA Violla(Ms)
AWOR Carolina Alele(Ms)
AWOR Scovia(Ms)
AWORI Patricia(Ms)
AYEBARE Anita(Ms)
AYEBARE Racheal(Ms)
AYESIGA Glorious(Ms)
AYUGI Sharon(Ms)
BABIRYE Cissy(Ms)
BAGUMIRABINGI Annet(Ms)

BAKAZI Jawhar Needie(Ms)
BALIKUDDEMBE Perez
BAMULEKE Joyce(Ms)
BARONGO Griven
BATAIRE Martha(Ms)
BAYA Ronald
BBALE Conrad
BEITWA Rauben
BIRUNGI Hamidah(Ms)
BUDHUGO Banuri Zubair
BUKENYA Edris
BUKIRWA Miriam(Ms)
BYARUHANGA Simon
BYUKUSENGE Kellen Penlope(Ms)
CHEBET Stella(Ms)
CHELANGAT Filex
CHELANGAT Norrine(Ms)
CHEMTAI Viola(Ms)
DAHABA Winnie(Ms)
GALABUZI Peter
GITHA John
HAGUMIMANA Enos
IRAAMA Vicent Okudi
ISOTO Caroline(Ms)
KABASINGUZI Lilian(Ms)
KABANDIZE Babra(Ms)
KABAZI Faizo
KAJJUBI Andrew
KAJOBE Daphine(Ms)
KALEMA Dick Godfrey
KAMUSEIME Eve(Ms)
KAMUSEIME Phiona(Ms)
KAMWEBAZE Anthony
KASULE Musa
KATABALWA Christopher
KATERECCA Andrew Lwanga
KATUSIME Joan M(Ms)
KAUMA Sarah(Ms)
KEMIGISHA Shamir(Ms)
KEVIINA Lilian(Ms)
KAHAUKA Polycap
KIA Florence(Ms)
KIBUYE Maurice
KIGOONYA Samuel
KIMBUGWE Mathias
KIROOBE Kenneth
KIRUNGI Racheal(Ms)
KIRUUSA Tharuwa Nansamba(Ms)
KIRYEGANYI Hilda(Ms)
KISEGA Fred
KYMBA Christopher
KIZZA Nabukunya Halima(Ms)

KOBUSINGYE Oliver(Ms)
KOKUNDA Colline Irene(Ms)
KOMUJUNI Sulainah(Ms)
KUBIRIBA James
KUSASIRA Samalie(Ms)
KYAHURWENDA Grace(Ms)
KYALIKUNDA Anisha(Ms)
KYASIMIRE Flavia(Ms)
KYOBUTUNGI Rosette(Ms)
LOCHORO Teddy Night(Ms)
LOGONO Eunice(Ms)
LUMONYA Janet(Ms)
MAGEMBE Andrew
MAGULU Isaac
MALLECK Omari Said(Ms)
MANYI Lilian(Ms)
MASIKO Victoria(Ms)
MATEEKA Esther(Ms)
MAYANJA Isaac
MBAZE Ivan
MBEETA Joan Grace(Ms)
MIREMBE Melody Linda(Ms)
MONDAY William
MUDIBO Margaret Esther(Ms)
MUGOYA Innocent
MULOBOLE Seera(Ms)
MULONGO Apollo
MUSANA Saheri(Ms)
MUSIIMENTA Faith(Ms)
MUYOMBYA Fahad
MWANJE Moses
MWEBAZA Joyce Biira(Ms)
NAATUKUNDA Denis
NABACWA Sarah(Ms)
NABAKOOZA Gertrude(Ms)
NABASUMBA Esther(Ms)
NABATEREGA Sharon(Ms)
NABIRYO Joan(Ms)
NABUKEREA Rehema(Ms)
NABUKEREA Sharifa(Ms)
NABUUMA Aminah(Ms)
NADONGO Brenda(Ms)
NAGAWA Jackline(Ms)
NAGUJJA Sharon(Ms)
NAHAGO Proscovia
NAHYUHA Florence(Ms)
NAJUKO Sharifah(Ms)
NAJUMA Rhodah(Ms)
NAKABIRI Sharifah(Ms)
NAKABOJJA Sumini(Ms)
NAKABUGO Jasumini(Ms)
NAKAGGWWE Precious(Ms)
NAKANJAKO Shifah(Ms)
The Principal, College of Education and External Studies to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Bachelor of Arts with Education

ARINAITWE Fravia(Ms)
ABER Proscovia(Ms)
ABIGABA Christine(Ms)
ABIMANYI Esther(Ms)
ABIRO Grace(Ms)
ACAN Susan Secondina(Ms)
ACENG Sharon(Ms)
ACHAM Gloria Dei(Ms)
ACHIENG Evelyne Rehemat(Ms)
ACHIPA Caroline(Ms)
ADERO Miriam(Ms)
ADONGO Harriet Sheillah(Ms)
ADONGO Milkah(Ms)
ADUL Susan(Ms)
AERO Winfred(Ms)
AFAAYO Brenda(Ms)
AGABA Anita(Ms)
AGABA Fred
AGABA Wycliff
AHABYONA Fred
AHEREZA Monic(Ms)
AINEBYONA Moses
AINEMUKAMA Julius
AJUNA Juliet Magambo(Ms)
AKAMPURIRA Janis(Ms)
AKANKUNDA Dusstan
AKANKUNDA Sarah(Ms)
AKANKWATSA Ireen(Ms)
AKATUHURIRA Agnes(Ms)
AKELLO Akello Susan Rebecca(Ms)
AKELLO Maureen(Ms)
AKURUT Catherine(Ms)
ALINDU Abibu
ALOWO Charity(Ms)
ALOWO Lillian(Ms)
ALUMA Fabian
AMABE Gilbert
AMITI Betty(Ms)
AMITO Pamela(Ms)
AMONGIN Stella(Ms)
AMULEN Brenda(Ms)
NAMATE Sylvia Musisi(Ms)
NAMAYANJA Florence(Ms)
NAMBOZO Fatina(Ms)
NAMOOR Catherine(Ms)
NAMGWIRA Jane Roisde(Ms)
NAMUGGA Josephine(Ms)
NAMUKASA Aidah(Ms)
NAMULI Aidah(Ms)
NAMUSI Annet(Ms)
NAMUTAMBA Grace(Ms)
NAMUTEBI Angella Mutesi(Ms)
NAMUTEBI Dorah(Ms)
NAMUYAGA Sarah(Ms)
NANGENDO Jacqueline(Ms)
NANKINGA Elizabeth(Ms)
NANKYA Prossy(Ms)
NANSUBUGA Lauria Sauda(Ms)
NANSUBUGA Shakira(Ms)
NANTEGE Joyce(Ms)
NANTUMBWE Milly Flower(Ms)
NANYONGA Beatrice(Ms)
NANYONGA Ritah(Ms)
NASSIMBA Suzan(Ms)
NATAMBA Jaireth(Ms)
NAZIWA Shamirah(Ms)
NDAGIRE Irene(Ms)
NIWAMANYA Reagan
NKURAIJA Juliet(Ms)
NKWANGA John Richard
NTUULO Rebecca(Ms)
NYAKAISIKI Hellen(Ms)
NYAKATI Rose(Ms)
NYAMWENYE Georgina Sharon(Ms)
NYAMWIZA Rovina(Ms)
NYANGA Brendah Lemu(Ms)
NYANGA Hope Charity(Ms)
NYANGOMA Bernadette(Ms)
NYANGOMA Irene(Ms)
NYIRANZI Susan(Ms)
OBURO George William
OCHIENG David
OJOK Godfrey Opyene
OKALEBO Samuel
OKIA William
OKWII Eric
OMONGOT Stephen Joshua
ONYANGO Isaac
OPIO Ronald
OTOI Anthony
OUMA Sandra(Ms)
OYOMA Sunday Nicholas
RUKUNDO Irene(Ms)
SEMBOZE John
SENDAGALA Emmanuel
SHELLAH Aber Ivone(Ms)
SSANGO Mike
SSEBITENDA Scovia(Ms)
SSEBITOSI Ivan
SSEKIDDE Evalisto
SSEMWOGERERE Steven
SSENGOBOBA Barnabas
SENKOOTO Lawrence
SENNYONJO Franco
SSERUWU Hassan
SSERUWU Ronald
TAYEBWA Lucky Peace(Ms)
TUHAISE Jesca(Ms)
TUKUKUNDE Annet(Ms)
TUMUSHABE Emmanuel
TUMWESIGE Keneth
TUSIME Albert
TUSUBIRA Georey
TWINOMUSINGUZI Gillian(Ms)
TWONGYEIRWE Sarah(Ms)
WABAGYE Robert
WAFUWA Esau
WAMALA Andrew
WAMALA Maria(Ms)
WAMIMBI Kenneth
WANDERA Boniface
WANDERA Gorret(Ms)
ZAINABU Bint Mabonga(Ms)
ZALWANGO Deborah(Ms)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Nickname</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMULEN Juliet(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDAMA Dominic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGELA William(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGOM Rebecca(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGUJO Joseph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANYANGO Sheilah Martha(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANYWAR Patrick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APILLI Ursula(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APIO Vella(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARAYO Stella(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARINAITWE Expert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARINAITWE Felix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARINAITWE Priscilla(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEMO Ruth(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHABA Glorious(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHEPET Hellen Barbara(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIMWE Harriet(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIMWE Justine(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIMWE Phiona(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASITOLO Stella(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATABONG Milcah(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATHIENO Eva(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATIM Christine(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATIMANGO Faith(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWELO Janet(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWORI Stella Marris(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYEBAZIBWE Mackline(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYERANGO Fred(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYIGI Mariam(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYIMA Patrick George</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAFUNA Shamiha(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAGAYA Issac</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAGUMA Brian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAIZENAKI Mary(Ms)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAKWATANISA Fred</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALABIREKO Innocent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALIGEYA William</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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